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Abstract

Blockchains are a key disruptive technology of recent times with applications across several application domains such
as finance, supply chain, healthcare and Industry 4.0. With growing application types, scalability of blockchains has
emerged as a key challenge in achieving the potential of this technology. This paper attempts to outline this challenge
for blockchains as follows. It highlights blockchain scalability as a composite concept which can be interpreted in various
ways i.e. expanding the number of participants of the network, or enhancing capabilities of the participants (such as
processing, memory, storage or an efficient consensus strategy) to minimize the scalability overhead. Further, it presents
a first thorough systemic study of existing efforts to achieve blockchain scalability with respect to; i) innovative methods
and mechanisms to strengthen blockchain’s capabilities with respect to scalability, ii) approaches leveraging blockchains
to achieve scalable applications, and iii) efforts analyzing blockchain solutions with respect to scalability. Through a
critical analysis of existing literature, the paper identifies contributions as well as open challenges which can help research
community to advance knowledge within this domain.
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1. Introduction

Decentralization is a key theme for recent advance-
ments within computing systems with emerging applica-
tions in diverse domains, such as Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT), autonomous vehicles, supply chain manage-
ment, and finance. With cutting-edge computing paradigms
such as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), interaction among
multiple different, geographically dispersed entities in an
automated manner is critical to their wide-spread adop-
tion. Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) have re-
cently emerged as enabling platforms to aid the drive to-
wards decentralization within computing systems. A DLT
typically involves participants across different networks
to record and share data via a synchronized ledger. By
providing fundamental properties such as public availabil-
ity (typically), and immutability (tamper-proof) of the
ledgers, DLTs foster trustworthy interactions in untrust-
worthy settings [1].

A Blockchain system exemplifies distributed ledger tech-
nologies enabling a digital transaction’s data to be stored
in the form of a chained block where each participant stores
the transaction records in these connected blocks and the
transactions are included with the consensus of verifying
nodes also known as miners. A blockchain based system
has inherent properties of decentralization, transparency,
trustless-trust, immutability, and traceability, since it al-

lows each participating node to have equal opportunity to
influence the ledger. The transparency and immutability
is enforced by allowing the nodes to view and maintain
the ledger which can only be altered with the consensus
of other mining nodes [2]. Although Bitcoin [2] still rep-
resents the most popular application of blockchain, use
of blockchain has witnessed significant attention across di-
verse application domains including healthcare, finance, e-
government [3], and supply chain management [4]. Blockchain
features such as security, immutability and decentraliza-
tion have a profound role in this. The widespread adoption
of blockchain has been facilitated by research on blockchain
beyond cryptocurrencies where significant efforts have been
made to devise different business models, its applicability
in various domains and to optimize its adaptability for dif-
ferent applications. Furthermore, a number of platforms
such as Ethereum [5], Multichain [6], and Hyperledger [7]
have been developed to facilitate adoption of blockchain
technology beyond cryptocurrency and have had signifi-
cant impact to achieve its widespread adoption.

In addition to the inherent benefits of blockchain, the
increasing use of blockchain within diverse domains has
also identified several challenges which have to be address
for widespread adoption. For instance, transaction mal-
leability [8] is considered a significant threat for blockchain-
based applications and therefore requires appropriate pro-
tection mechanisms to mitigate against it.
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One of the significant factors in the adoption of blockchain
is its ability to facilitate large number of transactions which
require a scalable solution. An empirical analysis of Bit-
coin reveals that it supports seven transactions per second
which is significantly low when compared to 2000 transac-
tions per second achieved by VISA. Similarly, applications
such as public voting require concurrent processing of large
number of transactions [9]. Such scenarios present op-
portunities for further dedicated research into the ability
of blockchain technology to facilitate development of scal-
able applications and associated challenges. For instance,
a common belief is to treat blockchain as a black box which
can be used to develop decentralized applications that are
inherently efficient. However, in order to use blockchain
to achieve efficient decentralized application, a rigorous
analysis of characteristics such as block size, transaction
processing speed and block generation rate is required. For
instance, size of block in Bitcoin was set to 1MB, and it
takes on average 10 minutes to generate a block. Enhanc-
ing the block size may result in improving throughput by
including more transactions in a single block, but leads to
increase in the block propagation time. On the other hand
reducing the block size leads to decrease in latency but can
also lead to a problem of generation of multiple branches
of chain known as forks [10].

1.1. Scope of study:

In this paper, we aim to achieve a robust understand-
ing of the challenge of achieving scalable applications using
blockchain whilst highlighting the role of specific parame-
ters such as block size, transaction processing speed, and
block generation rate.

Through our research we identified existing surveys
to review the state of the art with respect to scalable
blockchains such as [11], [12], [13] and [14]. However,
these studies are limited in that these have a limited scope
in terms of coverage of different dimensions of scalability
(horizontal and vertical, detailed in section 3) as well as
depth and breadth of literature reviewed. For instance,
[11] presented a comparison of POW and BFT based pro-
tocol families with respect to scalability, whereas [15] and
[16] presented a comparative study of selected consensuses
approaches. Although consensus algorithm is an impor-
tant component of the overall blockchain system however
other aspects of the system also have an impact on its
scalability, which should be taken into account to achieve
a comprehensive study. Furthermore, Kim et al. [17] pre-
sented an effort limited to only two aspects of vertical scal-
ability i.e. throughput & storage. Additionally, existing
reviews of scalable blockchains are also limited with re-
spect to the methodology used to conduct the study with
only Fournier et al. [14] representing a systematic ap-
proach. However this effort is limited in terms of its cov-
erage as it is only focused at some aspects of scalability.
Furthermore, the study has a weak article inclusion crite-
ria with limited paper coverage and scope. Contrary to
existing studies, we attempt to present a comprehensive

study which adopts a systematic approach and takes into
account both horizontal and vertical scalability thereby
achieving depth and breadth of existing literature.

In addition to the limitations of existing efforts to re-
view state of the art within scalable blockchains, the widespread
use of blockchains has also resulted in increased awareness
with regards to scalability as being one of the primary chal-
lenges encountered in widespread adoption of blockchains.
Therefore, our study aims to present a comprehensive re-
view of state of the art within scalable blockchains ad-
dressing the gaps in the existing surveys so as to help re-
search community to contribute towards addressing this
challenge.

In particular, we define scalability as a composite con-
cept comprised of horizontal (node and client scalabil-
ity) and vertical (throughput, block generation rate, la-
tency, and storage) scalability. We conduct a first thor-
ough systematic study of existing efforts to achieve scal-
able blockchains, focusing at three specific categories i.e. i)
innovative methods and mechanisms to strengthen blockchain
core (e.g. sharding, on- and off-chain solutions, blockchain
redesign), ii) approaches leveraging blockchains to achieve
scalable applications, and iii) efforts analyzing blockchain
solutions with respect to scalability. Through a critical
review of these efforts, we identify contributions from ex-
isting literature and highlight limitations to outline open
challenges which require further efforts by the research and
practice community.

Specifically, we make the following major contributions
through this study:

• Definition of scalability within the context of blockchains
which encompasses both horizontal and vertical di-
mensions thereby achieving a broad coverage.

• An in-depth study and analysis of existing literature
with respect to blockchain scalability. This review
provides a critical insight into the state of the art
within scalable blockchains focusing at blockchain
enhancement mechanisms, blockchain-based scalable
applications, and scalability analysis of blockchains.
Therefore, this paper provides a significant snapshot
of existing literature in this domain.

• Identification of open challenges to achieve scalable
blockchains based on critical review of existing lit-
erature aiming to help channel efforts by research
community to achieve scalability in blockchain-based
applications.

1.2. Organization of the paper:

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, an
overview of Blockchain technology, its basic functions, types
and applications with proper depth and sufficient breadth
is presented in section 2. Section 3 discusses various di-
mensions of scalability, such as throughput, latency, block
generation rate etc, which is a key barrier in applying the
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blockchain technology in various domains. Following that,
various factors that can affect scalability are discussed in
section 4. Section 5 contains research methodology which
is mainly based on kitchenham et al. strategy [18]. Sec-
tions 6 7 discusses the state of the art solutions to improve
one or more aspects of scalability and applications respec-
tively. Discussions and analysis on available solutions is
presented in section 8 and finally, section 9 contains the
conclusions and future directions.

2. Blockchain Technology

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology which
aids decentralized, distributed computing in a trustless
environment. The attention gained by blockchain is pri-
marily due to its most popular application i.e. Bitcoin [2]
which effectively seeks to conduct financial transactions in
a peer-to-peer model without the support of conventional
banking system. Although Bitcoin was setup in 2009, the
concepts and technologies which underpin blockchain in
general and Bitcoin in particular have evolved over the
last few decades. For instance, the concept of anonymous
transactions (using pseudonyms) which cannot be traced
back to the sender, was introduced by David Chaum in
1983 [19] and today serves as one of the elementary con-
cepts within Bitcoin. Similarly, the consensus algorithm
used by Bitcoin (Proof of Work (PoW)) is based on the
HashCash [20] a countermeasure originally developed to
protect against unsolicited email in 1999.

Distributed ledger technologies in general and blockchain
in particular can be represented in terms of different layers
involved such as infrastructure, data, network, and appli-
cation. We present a layered view of blockchain in Figure
1 and use this structure to describe different layers and
the components within them. In describing these layers
and components, we have used language which is agnostic
of technical terminologies used within a specific platform
such as Ethereum, Hyperledger or Multichain.

2.1. Hardware or infrastructure layer

A typical blockchain network is comprised of multi-
ple physical nodes which are potentially distributed across
different geographic locations. These nodes can either be
hosted within a cloud or a be part of an organization’s cor-
porate network with connections to other resources such
as file storage. Blockchain is a peer-to-peer network which
means all the participating nodes are connected to each
other however this connectivity is achieved through tra-
ditional infrastructure governing the Internet. This net-
work of computers computes transactions, validates them,
and stores them in a ledger shared across all participating
nodes. Data recorded in the blockchain can be stored lo-
cally on the participating nodes as part of; on-chain stor-
age or in remote locations such as clouds as part of the
off-chain storage.

2.2. Data layer

Blockchain is a linked-chain of blocks where transac-
tions are stored in an ordered form. The data contained
within a block can be divided into two types i.e. block
header and block body as illustrated in Fig 2. Block body
contains one or more transactions (data stored in the ledeger
as part of a transaction) and the transaction counter. Block
header contains metadata about the block such as block
version, Merkle tree root hash, time stamp, nonce and par-
ent (previous) block hash. The data within a blockchain
is immutable and can not be modified or altered once it is
added to the chain.

Since the data is stored in an encrypted form, the iden-
tification of each block and the detection of any modifi-
cation, is done by generating a fixed-length hash of the
data via a cryptographic hash algorithm such as SHA 256.
These hashes are stored in the form of a binary tree known
as Merkle Tree (MT) (Patricia tree in Ethereum) and con-
sist of valuable information of each block typically vary-
ing based on the type of blockchain (public or private).
Figure 3 presents an in-depth view of a blockchain high-
lighting different elements of a block and the connection
between different blocks. To ensure integrity, security, and
immutability, all transactions are digitally signed with a
private key using asymmetric cryptography and only the
public key holder can verify the signing entity. These sig-
natures secure the identity of the sender (achieving au-
thenticity and non-repudiation) as well as guarantee the
integrity of the data by detecting any malicious tamper-
ing.

2.3. Network layer

Although the blockchain network is using Internet in-
frastructure, it is still a peer to peer network. The network
layer, also known as the P2P layer or propagation layer, is
responsible for overall node-to-node communication, dis-
covery, and synchronization. It also takes care of state
propagation to maintain the existing global state of the
blockchain. In a public blockchain, any node can partici-
pate in the network by implementing the protocol. How-
ever, private blockchain is typically governed by a single
entity that grants permission to the nodes to take part in
the network.

Typically, there are various types of nodes in a blockchain
network, and depending upon their roles they perform cer-
tain tasks. However, there are two major types; a full node,
and a normal node. A full node, also known as a validator
node or a mining node, maintains a copy of all the history
of transactions. Moreover, it takes part in the verifica-
tion and authentication process including validation of the
transaction’s signature, and mining. It also takes care of
the execution and implementation of consensus rules and
processes. These nodes are the root of trust in a blockchain
network. A mining node must always be a full node since it
needs all transaction history to validate a transaction in a
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Figure 1: A layered view of blockchain
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Figure 2: Structure of a block within blockchain

newly generated block. However, a full node need not nec-
essarily be a mining node. It may take care of other issues
(discussed above) without creating/mining new blocks.

On the contrary, a normal node, also known as lightweight
node and Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) node in
Bitcoin, do not perform verification/validation and main-
tains the storage of complete history of transactions, rather
it can only generates and sends transactions while main-
taining the header of the blockchain. Although, a lightweight
node consumes less space, but these nodes are solely de-
pendent upon full nodes even for a balance query, block
synchronization, and correctness of data. For instance, in
Bitcoin and Ethereum environment, the storage require-
ment of a full node is reaching 200GB and 1TB respec-
tively. Whereas, a half node requires less than 50GB and
100GB for Bitcoin and Ethereum respectively.

2.4. Consensus layer

The consensus layer plays a vital role in maintaining
the reliability of the blockchain platform. The consensus
is a set of rules, enforced by this layer, which must be fol-
lowed by every participant to ensure smooth generation of
valid transactions/blocks. Typically consensus algorithms
guarantees the creation of a single continuous chain and
prevents the formation of forks (i-e. multiple branches of a
single chain). It acts as a core to maintain the agreement
and synchronization of each node within a blockchain net-
work. This layer is responsible for managing, maintaining,
and administering block generation, validation, and order-
ing with the consensus of all participants distributed over
a P2P network. It has the mechanism to guarantee the dis-
tribution of power across the network which consequently
prevents tampering by a malicious adversary. It also takes
care of the reward mechanism for mining/validator nodes.

There are various types of consensus approaches to en-
sure the consistency of the blockchain, including proba-
bilistic and deterministic approaches. In the probabilis-
tic approach, various nodes can have different views of
the chained blocks which may result in the formation of
forks. These forks are usually prevented by the longest
chain rule. The examples of probabilistic approach are Bit-
coin and Ethereum platforms which employ PoW (permis-
sioned) and PoS(permissioned/permission-less) consensus
methods respectively. On the other hand, in the deter-
ministic approaches, the blocks are mined/validated by
the special type of nodes known as ordering nodes. There-
fore the possibility of fork generation is prevented. The
example of this type of approach is Hyperledger [7] which
employs PBFT(permissioned) consensus method.

2.5. Application or presentation layer

The application layer consists of three major compo-
nents; smart contracts, Decentralized Application(DApps),
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Figure 3: In-depth view of a blockchain

and chaincode. This layer can be sub-divided into appli-
cation and execution layers. The application layer has
various elements including interfaces, APIs, and scripts
through which the user can interact with the blockchain
core function whereas the execution layer contains the soft-
ware code that executes the rules.

Smart Contracts (SC) and Chaincode are often
used as synonyms and refer to the executable code that is
intended to control the actions as per a contract or agree-
ment. Typically, they hold the transaction logic that has
the power to control the overall business life-cycle. They
consist of methods which are executed when a transac-
tion is committed. The major difference between the SC
and chaincode is that the former is typically distributed
on-chain having their own address, usually written in so-
lidity/Python language and deployed in Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) for compilation/transformation of code
into byte-code for further deployment into a blockchain
platform. The later, is the term used by Hyperledger Fab-
ric community, usually written in java or Go language and
executes separately (off the chain) from the validation pro-
cess in the form of a secure docker container that is avail-
able on each blockchain instance. It also initiates and con-
trols the interaction of applications with blockchain ledger
via transactions submitted by DApps.

A DApp are user-friendly programs that execute on
the top of blockchain and provides interaction with the SC
and chaincode, which in turn provides interaction with the
blockchain platform. These applications are distributed
and are controlled by multiple entities.

2.6. Blockchain process flow

Blockchain introduces a decentralized transaction pro-
cessing and storage system whereby the contents of the

shared ledger depend upon participating validator (per-
missioned blockchain) or mining (public blockchain) nodes
who confirm the transaction legitimacy based on a prede-
fined consensus process. The overall transaction process
flow is illustrated in Figure 4.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the root of a blockchain is
the genesis block also known as block 0 which is the first
block created to form the blockchain. In terms of its con-
tents, genesis block is similar to any other block in the
blockchain with the exception that it does not contain the
hash of previous block. In a typical blockchain setting, a
client (often represented by a process) generates a trans-
action in the form of a block and broadcasts it to the par-
ticipants of the peer-to-peer network. Upon receiving the
transaction, all the participating validator/mining nodes
use predefined consensus algorithm (also called mining)
to verify the transaction. The mining process varies across
blockchains and can include probabilistic (PoW and PoS)
and deterministic approaches (PBFT). In a typical mining
process such as PoW, several mining nodes compete with
each other to perform validation and submit a mathemat-
ical proof of their work. Typically an incentive mechanism
is in place for attracting the miners to use efficient hard-
ware and by incentivizing the winner mining node. Once
verified, the transactions are grouped in the form of block
which is subsequently added to the blockchain by linking
it with the previous block via a crypto-hash in the im-
mutable main-chain to complete the transaction process
flow.

2.7. Permissioned vs. Permissionless blockchain

From the perspective of the participation of nodes, a
blockchain can be divided into two broad categories; Per-
missioned and Permissionless blockchains [21]. The per-
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missioned blockchains typically have three major char-
acteristics, namely governance structure, private transac-
tions, and an authentication process. They require the
approval of the blockchain administrator or owner to join
the system and participate in the consensus process [22].
Such type of blockchain are typically private ( typical use-
cases are Banking and Payments, Food Tracking, Supply
chain management, etc.) however, they can be public.
They offer extremely fast output, scalability, and energy
efficiency but are not truly decentralized and have partial
immutability. Permissionless blockchains, on the other
hand, typically offer true decentralization, transparency,
immutability with high security. They require no prior
approval of blockchain administrators or owner to join
and interact with. They are typically known as public
blockchains [23]. They offer slow transaction throughput
with limited scalability and are not truly energy efficient.
Most of the time, permissionless blockchain is ideal for
running and managing digital currencies, public voting,
etc.

3. Blockchain Scalability Dimensions

Although blockchain has witnessed significant adoption
in recent years, scalability of blockchain-based solutions
is one of the major concerns which may limit its role as
a disruptive technology [9]. Therefore, our focus in this
paper is to investigate and analyze current efforts to en-
hance the scalability of blockchain. Through our research
we have concluded that scalability is a composite term
with number of diverse interpretations found in literature.
Therefore, in order to define scalability within the context

of this study, we leverage definition of scalability in con-
temporary research where scalability can refer to: i) Hor-
izontal: whereby it is achieved by adding/increasing more
machines within the existing pool/network, or ii) Vertical:
in terms of vertical scaling that is achieved by employing
more power (processing, storage, memory, efficient strat-
egy etc.) to existing pool of resources [24, 25, 26, 27].
Therefore, we have used these fundamental concepts to
define scalability within blockchains.

In addition to the fundamental scalability concepts found
in contemporary literature, we have also consulted exist-
ing blockchain scalability research such as those discussed
in existing surveys within blockchain scalability. Con-
sequently, this section identifies and defines major fac-
tors which can be used to describe the scalability of a
blockchain system. We define these as different dimensions
of blockchain scalability and summarize them in Figure 5.

3.1. Horizontal scalability:

Horizontal scalability refers to the ability of a blockchain
to expand the network of participants by adding further
nodes and clients. Horizontal scaling is related to improv-
ing the core framework of the system that improves the
overall throughput of the system by facilitating maximum
number of nodes or clients without degradation in effi-
ciency and performance of the blockchain [25, 26]. For
example, the PoW based consensus approaches can de-
liver stable performance with increased number of nodes
whereas the performance of Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT)
based approaches degrades with increased in number of
nodes.
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3.1.1. Client scalability:

The clients are the application programs that submit
transactions on the behalf of a user and the client scalabil-
ity refers to the ability of a blockchain system to facilitate
an increasing number of clients without affecting the over-
all performance.

3.1.2. Node scalability:

Node scalability refers to the ability of a blockchain
system to facilitate an increasing number of nodes without
affecting the overall performance.

3.2. Vertical scalability:

Vertical scalability refers to enhancing the capabili-
ties of participating nodes to achieve efficient processing
of transactions [27, 12, 17]. Vertical scalability can be
enhanced by adjusting the parameters such as block size,
parallel mining, lightening, and sharding etc. Vertical scal-
ability can be further divided into multiple sub-dimensions
including throughput, block generation rate, latency, stor-
age scalability which are described below:

3.2.1. Throughput:

Transaction throughput, expressed as transaction per
second (TPS) is a major component of scalability. It is
the rate at which valid transactions are committed and
added to the block after consensus is established among
the stakeholders (miners) of the blockchain.

The significant rise in the volume of transactions does
not allow current implementations such as Bitcoin, to ful-
fil the requirements of a transaction hungry environment.
The traditional blockchain (Bitcoin) can support a trans-
action rate of up to seven transactions per second [28].
While other implementations, such as Ethereum [5] and
Bitcoin cash [28], perform significantly better and can pro-
cess up to 20 and 60 TPS respectively however these are
still many times less than contemporary digital payment
systems such as VISA which can process up to 24000 TPS.[29]

3.2.2. Block generation rate:

In a typical blockchain setting, multiple transactions
are grouped together, depending upon the block size, to
form a block. In this context, block generation rate (BGR)
is the frequency at which a new block is mined, produced
and added to the blockchain. The block generation is a
resource-hungry process in terms of transaction mining
and is dependant upon the size of block and consensus
efficiency. For instance, the legacy Nakamoto’s algorithm
(Bitcoin) has a fixed block side of 1MB and requires each
new block to have a unique hashing puzzle solution than
previous block to be added to the chain. This results in
requisite of 10 minutes time to generate a block [29]. The
Ethereum has better BGR which is between 10 to 20 sec-
onds.

3.2.3. Latency:

Within general computer science literature, latency is
the time delay between input and output. Low network
latency is of paramount importance in blockchain. Within
blockchains, latency can refer to two different delays i.e.
network latency and transaction’s latency. The network la-
tency is the measure of delay between initiating a transac-
tion request and the confirmation of the transaction from
the network. A transaction’s latency is the measure of
consensus efficiency which therein impacts to process and
execute large volumes of transactions.

3.2.4. Storage scalability:

Storage scalability refers to the ability of participating
nodes to mitigate concerns related to the storage require-
ments of a blockchain. The storage scalability can further
be divided into block size and chain size management sub-
dimensions as defined below.

Block size: The block size is the limit of a block to
accommodate number of transactions and associated in-
formation. For instance, in a typical Bitcoin network, the
block size currently stand at 1 megabyte, that can accom-
modate more than 500 transactions [29]. The increase in
block size is an important factor to improve TPS but may
have adverse effect on block generation rate. On the other
hand, decreasing the block size may lead to formation of
forks. Therefore, there is a trade-off between TPS and
BGR which impacts selecting the block size.

Chain size: The blockchain is a decentralized ledger
in which the number of transactions has witnessed contin-
uous increase. A node, before participating in the network,
requires enough storage to download the chain to have a
complete view of the network. The Bitcoin blockchain
has already exceeded 280 GB [30] which means a miner
need to download huge amount of data locally to partic-
ipate in the network. This factor has significant implica-
tions for resource-constrained devices such as Internet of
Things (IoT) and therefore requires specific consideration
to facilitate adoption of blockchain technology within such
systems.

4. Classification of Approaches to Scalable Blockchains

As discussed previously in section 3, the blockchain
scalability challenge can be defined through low transac-
tion throughput, increased block/chain/e-signature sizes,
network/node/clients storage limitations which limit blockchain’s
ability to realize its potential as a disruptive technology.
Blockchain and cryptocurrency research community have
made dedicated efforts to improve blockchain scalability
taking into account the trade-off between decentralization,
scalability, and security in the blockchain. Based on the
findings of our research, we have categorized these scala-
bility solutions into on-chain, off-chain, hardware-assisted
solutions, parallel mining and redesigning the blockchain.
A comparative analysis of these approaches and their in-
dividual limitations is presented in Table 1.
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Figure 5: Dimensions of blockchain scalability

Table 1: Comparison of different approaches to blockchain scalability

Scalability Ap-
proach

Methodology Impact on
Scalability

Issues/Challenges

Blockchain
Pipelining

On-Chain Throughput Approaches such as BigchainDB have
been known to be susceptible to 33% at-
tack

Blockchain De-
livery Network

On-Chain Throughput
& Storage

May Allow Malicious entities to pro-
pogate blocks.
Relies on Trusted Network Infrastructure

Block Size Ad-
justment

On-Chain Throughput,
Latency

Application Specific, Forks, Increase
BGR,

Payment Chan-
nel Networks

Off-Chain Throughput Privacy and Security Problem
Requires both parties to remain online or
lock tokens for committing transactions.

Sharding Off-Chain Throughput Security(Shard Takeover Problem)
Communication(Maintaining atomicity
and preventing overloading of shard in
cross-shard transactions)

Hardware
Assisted Ap-
proaches

Off-Chain Throughput,
Latency

Increase in number of Nodes degrades
TPS/Latency
Adds Centralization
Requires an attractive incentive mecha-
nism

Parallel Mining Off-Chain Throughput,
BGR

Requires multiple active miners in an
epoch

Redesigning
Blockchain

On/Off Chain Horizontal/Vertical
Scalability

Fork avoidance Adversaries avoidance
incentive mechanism

4.1. On-Chain solutions:

The on-chain approaches aim to enhance blockchain
scalability by adjusting the internal parameters of a blockchain.
This can be achieved by improving the network latency or
optimizing the transaction or message size. Some of the
on-chain solutions are described below:

Blockchain pipelining: Blockchain pipelining, pro-
posed by McConaghy et al.[10], is an on-chain approach
to improve transaction throughput by adding blocks in the
main-chain without being verified by other nodes. The fi-
nal decision for the validity of block for the formation of
main-chain is done through voting among nodes as a sep-
arate layer .

Blockchain delivery network: Through our research
we have identified solutions which utilize delivery network
including cut-through routing-enabled gateways or cloud

delivery network. Such approaches aim to achieve im-
proved transaction throughput, or a collaborative cloud
storage mechanism to achieve storage scalability without
disturbing the decentralized nature of blockchain.

Block size adjustment: Another approach to attain
scalability is to adjust the block size. However, these ap-
proaches are application-dependant and require tuning in-
line with application-specific requirement. For instance,
too much increase in block size results in more transac-
tions per block but leads to an increase in propagation
time. On the other hand, too much reduction in block
size may result in increased BGR with improved latency
as well as leading to frequent generation of forks.

4.2. Off-Chain solutions:
The off-chain solutions process transactions outside the

main blockchain network to reduce the load from the main
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blockchain. These solutions are backed by creating ways
that execute on the top of the blockchain. The solutions
such as using payment channels (LN or Raiden network)
or sharding are the famous off-chain solutions that have
significant positive effects on the horizontal as well as ver-
tical scalability. Such solutions particularly present oppor-
tunities to develop blockchain-based solutions for settings
involving resource-constrained devices such as the IoT.

Payment channel networks: The payment channel
allows multiple off-chain transactions between parties by
creating a micro-payment channel without having to com-
mit all transactions publicly on the main-chain. It there-
fore results in increased throughput by reducing workload
from the main-chain. In a typical payment channel net-
work, two participants can perform an unlimited number
of transactions and only two transactions are required for
the main-chain to update a record that can be updated
upon completion of all transactions between parties or
upon the requirement of an on-chain transaction. Even
the parties which are not directly connected can commit
the transactions through intermediaries.

Sharding: Typically, a mining node on a blockchain’s
network is responsible for storing all the states including
critical information such as account balance and history
of all transactions which reduces the transaction through-
put linearly. Sharding is a well-established concept in
databases to divide a huge database into smaller and man-
ageable portions to increase its efficiency. In a blockchain,
it refers to the horizontal division of the main-chain into
multiple independent partitions known as shards. Each
partition or shard is responsible for storing its state. Al-
though sharding is considered to be an off-chain solution,
in reality, it does not attempt to move the transactions off
the chain but rather divides the main chain into multiple
independent groups so that the mining nodes are not re-
sponsible for mining every broadcasted transaction on the
network. Each shard works separately as an independent
blockchain in the network but has a strong cryptographic
binding with the main chain appearing as a Merkle tree
and therefore can be integrated with the main chain.

4.3. Hardware-assisted approaches:

In addition to the software-based approaches, a num-
ber of solutions in literature use specialized trusted hard-
ware devices either to improve consensus or to speed up
the transaction process to enhance scalability within the
blockchain. The hardware includes high processing ma-
chines or Trusted Execution Environment (TEEs) to effi-
ciently handle transactions with accuracy and speed.

4.4. Parallel mining/processing:

Traditional blockchain is based on solo mining and of-
fers limited transaction throughput and scalability. The
parallel mining approaches are used to improve blockchain
scalability by concurrent mining of multiple blocks without
changing the basic structure of the blockchain.

4.5. Redesigning blockchain:

Through our research, we have identified few approaches
which are focused on designing an efficient strategy such
as a novel consensus framework to address various aspects
of scalability. On the other hand, there exists some ap-
proaches that presents an alternative scalable DLT so-
lution (other than blockchain), such as Graphchain [31]
or HashGraph [32] which uses Directed Acyclic Graphs
(DAG) for a non-linear generation of blocks. However
these approaches are not in the scope of current study.

5. Existing Surveys

This section presents a critical insight into existing sur-
veys reviewing state of the art within blockchain scalabil-
ity. In order to perform a rigorous study of such efforts,
we conducted a methodical effort to identify and review
existing literature through digital libraries such as IEEE
Xplore, Google Scholar, and Elsevier. More details of our
method to identify relevant literature is presented in sec-
tion 6. To identify existing surveys, we have focused at
studies which review existing efforts to achieve scalable
blockchain solutions presented in Table 2. Through our
research, we have found some studies such as [34],[35],[36]
and [37] which are generic surveys into blockchain and only
make reference to scalability as a significant challenge for
blockchain. These studies do not particularly explore or
address blockchain scalability and therefore have been ren-
dered out of scope of current survey.

Among existing surveys on scalable blockchains, a num-
ber of existing surveys are focused on studying different
consensus protocols and their impact on blockchain scal-
ability. For instance, Vukoli [11], Mingxiao et al. [15]
and Wang et al. [16] are focused at a comparative study
of blockchain consensus protocols from the perspective of
scalability. These studies consider commonly used con-
sensus protocols such as Proof-of-Work (PoW), Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT) and Proof of Stake (PoS) and high-
light significance of parameters such as TPS, node and
client scalability and other issues such as consensus final-
ity and node identity management. Similarly, [14] has fo-
cused on PoW and the impact of block size on the scala-
bility of this algorithm. Although these are early efforts
to study existing work within blockchain scalability, these
are limited in scope to study role of consensus protocols
to achieve scalable blockchains. Furthermore, with the
growth of blockchains a number of alternative consensus
protocols have emerged since this study which requires a
current attempt to review the literature.

Another notable contribution is by Kim et al. [17]
which primarily focused on vertical scalability issues in-
cluding low TPS, increased blockchain size, e-signature
size highlighting challenges and identifying potential solu-
tions. The solutions discussed are classified into five cate-
gories, i.e. on-chain, off-chain, side chain, child chain, and
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Table 2: Comparative summary of existing surveys with this study

Authors
Survey
Type

Year Publisher
Paper
coverage

Scalability Coverage
Horizontal Scalability Vertical Scalability

From To No. of
Clients

No.
of
Nodes

Throughput Storage
(block
size)

Latency Block
Gen.
Rate

Consensus
Effi-
ciency

Marko
Vukoli[11]

Traditional 2016 IEEE 2013 2016 X X - - X - X

Mingxiao
et al.
[15]

Traditional 2017 IEEE 2015 2016 - X X - - X X

Kim et
al.[17]

Traditional 2018 IEEE 2014 2017 - - X X - - -

Rui
Wang[16]

Traditional 2019 Springer 2016 2019 - - X - - - X

Fournier
&
Petrillo
[14]

SLR 2018 ACM 2016 2018 - X X X - X X

Xie et
al. [33]

Traditional 2019 IEEE 2015 2019 - - X X X X -

Hafid et
al. [13]

Traditional 2020 IEEE 2014 2020 - - X X X - -

Zhao et
al. [12]

Traditional 2020 IEEE 2014 2019 - - X X X X X

inter chain. The authors further elaborated the compari-
son of approaches of each category on three major aspects
including throughput, cost capacity.

More recently, Xie et al [33], Hafid et al. [13], and
Zhou et al. [12] have focused at reviewing state of the art
within blockchain scalability. As highlighted in Table 2,
these efforts have focused on the vertical scalability fac-
tors i.e. throughput, latency and block size. For instance,
Xie et al. analyses distributed storage approaches includ-
ing DHT, Desema, Inter Planetary file system(IPFS), and
BigchainDB which improve storage scalability. Hafid et al.
[13] present on-chain and off-chain solutions as two layers
of scalability solutions with the main focus on sharding
approaches and its security analysis and effects of vari-
ous aspects such as heterogeneous sharding, shard size in
maintaining the security of the blockchain. Zhou et al. [12]
present a review of horizontal scalability solutions focus-
ing on two aspects of blockchain scalability i.e. throughput
and latency.

In summary, these studies lack a systematic approach
to conduct the review as well as limited depth in terms
of existing efforts to address blockchain scalability, lead-
ing to gaps in terms of coverage of different dimensions of
scalability, as well as depth and breadth of the surveys.
Furthermore, the challenge of blockchain scalability has
recently attracted renewed attention primarily due to in-
creasing size of the Bitcoin chain and developments such
as Segregated Witness (SegWit) [38]. Therefore, a current
and comprehensive effort is required to conduct a system-
atic review of state-of-the-art with respect to blockchain
scalability to highlight existing work, limitations and fu-
ture research directions. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first systematic literature survey, based on Kitchen-
ham et al. strategy[18], taking into account existing efforts
covering all the aspects of scalability discussed in section
3. In the context of the comparative analysis of existing
approaches presented in Table 2, our effort aims to address

the shortcomings highlighted in this comparison.

6. Survey Method

In order to achieve a comprehensive and structured
study of existing efforts to achieve scalable blockchains, we
have adopted a systematic approach developed by Kitchen-
ham et al. [18] to review and analyze existing literature
in this domain. Fig 6 presents a graphical representa-
tion of the method we adopted whereas details of each
phase within our study is explained in this section. As
the first step to our study, we conducted a basic study of
the prominent recent literature to achieve understanding
of the problem domain and key contributors. Having es-
tablished the suitability of the research, we devised our
study into four phases i.e. selection, identification, screen-
ing & refinement, and compilation phases as shown in Fig
6 and further elaborated in Table 3.

6.1. Selection phase

In selection phase, we initially selected four scientific
databases including IEEE Xplorer, Springer, Science Di-
rect, and ACM to extract relevant papers. In order to iden-
tify relevant literature, we used specific keywords such as
Blockchain AND Scalability, transaction throughput, block
generation rate, and blockchain storage scalability. Fur-
thermore, through our preliminary study, we identified
early blockchain scalability research in 2015, hence, our
study focused on research conducted between 2015 and
2020. Finally, we have included all academic publica-
tions (journal, conference and workshop papers) within
our study as well as technical reports with proposals for
new algorithms.

6.2. Identification phase

Through our initial search within scientific databases,
we identified the number of relevant available literature to
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Figure 6: Method used to identify, gather and refine research articles

Table 3: Preliminary search results

Keywords Type of Articles IEEE
Xplorer

Springer ACM Science
Direct

Google
Scholar

Blockchain Scalability Sub
Keywords: Transaction
Throughput, Block Size, Chain
Size, Storage Scalability, Block
Generation Rate, Latency.

Conferences/Chapters 46 85 - -

47

Journals 15 269 12 5
Early Access Articles 3 - - -
Magazines 1 - - -
Tutorials - - 2 -
Keynotes/Talks - - 1 -
Total 66 354 15 5 47

Grand Total 487

be limited, leading to extension in our search to include
Google Scholar to expand existing literature. However,
literature in Google Scholar presents a significant num-
ber of duplicate records i.e. studies overlapping between
Google Scholar and other scientific resources. Therefore,
a conscious effort was made to remove all such instances
in a way that if an article appeared twice is only counted
against its publisher database.Consequently, a total of 487
unique research articles were identified across all databases
with their breakdown presented in Fig 6.

6.3. Screening & refinement phase

Following the general search conducted in previous phase,
we carried out a rigorous process of screening and refine-
ment to filter the literature. One key criteria we used to
perform this filtering was to include articles focusing on
specific aspect of scalability as identified in section 3 such
as transaction throughput, block size, chain size, storage
scalability, block generation rate, and latency etc. Fur-
thermore, we refined the articles to remove literature in
languages other than English, to remove impurities and to

exclude articles where definition of scalability falls out of
scope in relation to our definition in section 3.

6.4. Compilation of results

Subsequently after applying the refinements, 63 arti-
cles were selected to be included in our study spanning
across four categories as follows. The first category con-
sists of 8 articles (Table No.2) that review one or more
aspects of scalability. These reviews served as a basis for
conducting this study and have been analyzed in section 5.
Forward snowballing is also performed in this category of
papers to extract more results for the last category. Second
category, summarized in Table No.10 consists of the 12 ar-
ticles which encompasses the applications/implementation
of blockchain technology in a specific application domain
to improve its scalability. The third category includes 08
articles summarized in Table No.11 which are focused at
analysing scalability of blockchain with respect to differ-
ent dimensions of scalability. Finally, the fourth category
of consists of 35 articles summarized in Table 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9 which propose novel approaches and mechanisms to
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Figure 7: State of the art in scalable blockchains

advance the state-of-the-art with respect to scalability of
blockchains.

The articles included in this study along with their
categories are presented in Fig 7. In view of the different
categories of articles identified through our research and in
the interest of preserving focus and enhancing readability
of the paper, we have organized the remaining paper as
follows:

• Section 7 presents a critical review of approaches fo-
cused at advancing state-of-the-art with respect to
scalable blockchains.

• Section 8 includes review of existing literature de-
scribing application of scalable blockchain within spe-
cific domains, and

• Section 9 analyzes literature focused at analysing
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scalability of blockchains with respect to different
dimensions.

7. Existing Literature to Advance Scalable Blockchains

With increased use of blockchains in diverse application
domains, its scalability has emerged as a significant chal-
lenge. Consequently, a number of efforts have been made
to address this challenge utilizing different approaches. In
this section, we present a critical review of such approaches
and organize them into different categories to aid readabil-
ity and focus.

7.1. Payment channel networks

One of the most significant developments in improv-
ing blockchain scalability is the use of Payment Channel
Networks (PCNs). In this respect, existing efforts can be
classified into Lightning Network (LN) and Radian Net-
work (RN).

With respect to LN approaches, Bitcoin Lightning Net-
work [39] allows off-chain execution of the transaction to
ensure micropayments via smart contracts without the re-
quirement of trusted-parties reducing the transaction cost
and counter-party risk. In particular, clients can rely on
local consensus to perform a transaction with the on-chain
commit delayed until either of the two clients wishes to do
so. Protection mechanisms such as penalties and time-
bound transactions are incorporated to mitigate against
malpractice. Since the main chain stores opening and clo-
sure of the channel, the time taken for the opening of a
channel is equivalent to traditional main chain transaction
time. However, the fixed duration for a channel activity
imposes recurring opening-closure channel problems and
charging transaction fees every time two nodes want to
commit the transaction after channel closure.

Malavolta et al. [40] is another LN-based effort, how-
ever, focusing on the security and privacy challenges within
such approaches. The authors presented an improved ver-
sion of PCN that maintains the scalability with security
and privacy, especially focusing at wormhole attacks through
the application of ESCDA signatures, one-way homomor-
phic functions and locking mechanism in a payment path.
This is accomplished by using the Anonymous Multi-Hop
Lock (AMHL) method that includes cryptography in the
basic design of PCNs to enhance security and privacy. It
also uses a Hash Time Lock Contract (HTLC) to mitigate
with the security issues and requires a single signature per
transaction that reduces overall transaction size also lead-
ing to several benefits including reduced communication
overhead, transaction fees and memory requirements for
closing a channel.

An alternative to LN, Radian Network (RN) [41] is
used wihtin Ethereum to enhance its scalability. How-
ever, these solutions do not provide full-scale security and
privacy. On the contrary, lightening approaches such as

BOLT proposed by Green et al.[42, 43] and its implemen-
tations [44], [45], [46] provide anonymity but it necessitates
cryptographic primitives which are only available in Zcash
and is limited to single-hop transfers.

7.2. Sharding

Sharding is another promising off-chain approach widely
used for blockchain scalability. Inspired by similar con-
cepts in database management systems, it adopts a divide
and conquer philosophy for parallel execution of trans-
actions by sharing the workload amongst various shards
to achieve improved throughput and latency with signifi-
cantly reduced communication and storage overhead. The
notion of the shard was first used in cryptocurrency by
Danezis and Meiklejoh in 2015 [56] while devising a dis-
tributed cryptocurrency framework whose monitory sup-
ply is controlled by a central point of trust (such as a
central bank) yet relying on other distributed authorities
called mintettes within a shard to prevent double-spending
attacks. However, this approach is still prone to double
spending attacks due to the non-BFT nature of two-phase
commit in each shard.

Luu et al presented Elastico[47], a first secure sharding
protocol, that can tolerate up to 1/4 Byzantine adversaries
and scales linearly with the number of miners. Unlike BFT
consensus protocols, it does not require a quadratic num-
ber of messages as the network grows. This is accom-
plished by the formation of small parallel working com-
mittees which are assigned to a shard containing a unique
set of transactions. A byzantine consensus protocol is exe-
cuted within each committee to prevent double-spending.
The management and controlling of these shards is the re-
sponsibility of a consensus committee. It also ensures the
generation of random bit strings with a bounded bias to be
used in subsequent epoch to prevent adversaries to gain a
computational advantage by using the observations from
a previous epoch. The experiments show an increase in
throughput (40TPS) but with high latency of 800sec. This
is due to the fact that Elastico requires all committees and
their identities to be re-established at every epoch which
not only increases latency but also results in a significant
increase in communication overhead. Moreover, the small
committee size would limit the overhead of BFT protocol
but would significantly increase the failure probability up
to 0.97 [48].

Kogias et al. [48] extended the work of Luu et al.
through an approach Omniledger, which guarantees se-
curity, consensus finality with relatively high TPS, and
reduction in storage up to 1/4x. It also increases shard
size to 600 members and shows a significant decrease in
latency from the order of hundreds to the order of tens.
The Omniledger uses byzcoinx, a variant of byzcoin [57],
to improve TPS by utilizing a more robust communication
pattern that resembles a two-level tree to efficiently pro-
cess transactions within a shard. It employs a shard prune
mechanism by summarizing the state of a shard’s ledger to
reduce ledger storage and bootstrapping cost. Omniledger
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Table 4: Payment channel networks to enhance blockchain scalability

Authors Issue Ad-
dressed

Methodology Solution
Type

Bitcoin/
Blockchain

Implementation Results Limitations Year

Poon and
Dryja[39]

Throughput Lighteninig
Network

Off-
chain

Bitcoin - - Lacks providing full-
scale privacy and
security
Recurring open-
closure channel
problem
Problems in reward
mechanism

2015
(adapted
in 2017
via
segwit)

Malavolta
et al. [40]

Throughput LN with
Security
and Privacy
mechanism

Off-
chain

Bitcoin/
Ethereum

Python, Charm
(Library),
ECDSA over
the elliptic
curve secp256k1

Communication
Overhead <
500 bytes with
time<100ms

- 2019

Raiden
Network
[41]

Throughput Raiden Net-
work

Off-
chain

Ethereum - - - -

Table 5: Sharding-based efforts to enhance blockchain scalability

Authors Issue Ad-
dressed

Methodology Solution
Type

Bitcoin/
Blockchain

Implementation Results Limitations Year

Luu et
al.[47]

Throughput Sharding
(Elastico)

Off-
Chain

Bitcoin Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2)

Throughput
40TPS, La-
tency 800s with
n=1600

Low Byzantine re-
siliency (t=1/4)
Latency scales linearly

2016

Kogias et
al. [48]

Throughput,
Latency,
Storage

Sharding
(Om-
niLedger)

Off-
chain

Bitcoin - Throughput up
to 4000TPS, La-
tency 63s.

Time-consuming boot-
strap process.
DoS Attacks
Latency is still 63s

2018

Zamani
et al. [49]

Throughput,
Latency,
Storage

Sharding
(RapidChain)

Off-
Chain

Bitcoin/
Crypto-
currency

GO, 32 x Intel
Xeon Phi 7210

Throughput
Up to 7380,
Latency 8.7s

- 2018

Dang et
al. [50]

Throughput Sharding +
TEE

Off-
Chain

Blockchain
Permissioned-
BFT

C, Intel
SGX(TEE)

Throughput of
3000TPS

Weak Two-Phase lock-
ing mechanism

2019

Ozyilmaz
et al.[51]

Throughput Sharding Off-
Chain

Bitcoin Theoretical Com-
parison with Seg-
wit and Bitcoin-
NG

- - 2018

Ren et
al.[52]

Scaleout
Blockchain

Spontaneous
Sharding

Off-
Chain

Crypto-
currency

- - No Support for Smart
Contract.
Forks

2018

Kan Luo
et al.[53]

Throughput Sharding
Multi- Chain
Architecture

Off-
chain

Blockchain - TPS B/W
899.81 to
1520.56

Less Secure- no en-
cryption and access
control mechanism in
place

2018

Yu et
al.[54]

Performance/
Through-
put

Multi Chain
Sharding
Architecture

Off-
chain

Blockchain Not Implemented
(Framework only

- Not tested 2018

Wenting
Li et
al.[55]

Node Scal-
ability

Sharding Off-
Chain

Blockchain-
Permis-
sioned

Hyperledger Fab-
ric v.6

Results not
shown

Lack of load balancing
Mechanism

2017

favors security over scalability by choosing large shards at
the cost of higher latency but guarantees the finality. The
experimental results show that with 1800 hosts a TPS of
approx. 4000 is achieved. However, as illustrated by [49],
this is achieved at the cost of more bandwidth requirement
per node which sometimes crosses 45Mbps. Furthermore,
although the basic design is to achieve concurrency with
encouraging results in initial rounds however further in-
crease in concurrency results in performance drop due to
the constant number of cryptocurrency operations which
add overhead in the parallel consensus. Moreover, this ap-
proach can use a trust-but-verify methodology to tolerate
up to n/4 failures to achieve low latency for micropay-
ments, but with high risk for regular payments, especially
due to the absence of liability in the decentralized ledgers.
It also requires active participation of users for inter-shard

transaction which is hostile especially for lightweight users.
Zamani et al. [49] presented a sharding framework

Rapidchain, with further improvements in latency and through-
put. The model has improved security, without the re-
quirement of a trusted setup as in Omniledger and Elas-
tico, with the ability to tolerate 1/3 adversaries in a shard
containing 250 members and further offers 1/9x reduc-
tion in the amount of storage required by each partici-
pant after the same number of transactions. It ensures
robustness and reduces communication overhead by using
a novel gossiping protocol block pipelining with a cross
shed communication mechanism inspired by methodology
devised by Maymounkov and Mazières [58]. Additionally
it requires O(nn) messages to bootstrap itself and further
uses a similar approach by dividing miners into commit-
tees and parallelization of consensus and storage to achieve
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high throughput. It also offers sub-linear communication
which is in the order of O(n) bits overhead per transaction
to achieve speedy committee consensus.

The sharding solutions discussed above including Om-
niledger, Rapidchains, Elastico are limited to permission-
less Cryptocurrencies by using unspent transaction out-
put (UTXO) with main focus on security. Dang et al.
[50] extended their solution to BFT-based permissioned
blockchain mainly focusing on performance to achieve through-
put similar to that achieved by VISA for the non-cryptocurrency
workload. Since the BFT protocols have poor node scala-
bility, the methodology relies upon optimized trusted exe-
cution environment TEE (Intel SGX) to eliminate equiv-
ocation in the Byzantine failure model to achieve higher
fault tolerance and lower communication overhead. The
formation and assignment of nodes to shards with secu-
rity is done by implementing a trusted randomness bea-
con inside TEE to generate unbiased random values in
distributed settings and the fault tolerance of TEE is uti-
lized to reduce shard size which means higher through-
put per shard. Secure distributed transaction is achieved
by using a two-phase locking mechanism and a two-phase
commit. Compared with UTXO supported Omniledger,
Elastico, Rapidchain with the general workload, the evalu-
ation conducted by authors showed that a transaction rate
of over 3000 TPS is achieved on Google cloud. However,
the two-phase locking mechanism may not extract enough
concurrency from workload because of the batching nature
of blockchain. Therefore, optimization in concurrency con-
trol protocol is necessary.

Ozyilmaz et al. [51] focused on increasing transaction
throughput and block generation rate (BGR) in a Bitcoin
network without degrading network decentralization. The
framework uses the concept of parallel mining by split-
ting the unspent transaction output (UTXO) space into
a tree structure to increase transaction throughput. It
also introduces the concept of half-node which can inde-
pendently verify the transaction on the sub chain it is
tracking. The core of this model is splitting the main
chain into independently operable sub-chains for creating
multiple blocks thereby providing the flexibility of nodes
having less bandwidth and storage to track only a sub-
set of the chain without losing any verification capabil-
ity. Miners must create a block for each sub-chain, and
a separate block containing these block headers to claim
a block reward. The model uses existing Bitcoin mining
approach in a multi-chain setup. However, to verify newly
added blocks and detect double-spending attacks, a sepa-
rate chain called eigen-chain is added that keeps track of
all sub chain blocks by storing header hash. Although the
model is a framework and not evaluated in a real environ-
ment, a theoretical comparison with other approaches in-
cluding Segwit and Bitcoin-NG reveals that the approach
scales exponentially with split counts. Furthermore, in or-
der to operate as a half node, it requires to store only one
sub-chain and an eigenchain.

Ren et al. [52] presented a concept of spontaneous

sharding to achieve the scale-out throughput and to re-
solve the problem of double-spending without maintain-
ing a complete set of transactions at all nodes. Sponta-
neous sharding comes with an assumption that all nodes
are motivated and behave rationally. Each node strives
to minimize its transmission and storage cost by reducing
the proof size and the number of recorded transactions.
This minimum cost will be used for the provision of the
authenticity of the value in the transaction. However, lim-
iting the number of attempts to recollect the proof in case
of failure will prevent malicious nodes to jam the network
by spamming invalid proofs. The authors also acknowl-
edge several issues that need to be addressed, including
the storage cost per transaction which will not be scaled
out since the sharding process may require recording the
whole transaction set before sharding takes place. Fur-
thermore, the issues of discrimination and hidden forks
may arise due to varying proof size of transactions if a
node refuses the values with huge proof size.

Kan et al.[53] and Yu et al. [54] foucsed on Multi-chain
approach to sharding. Specificlaly, Kan et al. presented
a layered architecture for heterogeneous inter-blockchain
communication that provides routing management, mes-
sage transfer with three-phase commit and escrow trans-
fer to provide atomicity and consistency. Each blockchain
system within the multi-chain architecture is considered as
a shard to increase the throughput of the system. The core
of this architecture is the router nodes, which maintain the
details of different blockchains with the help of a unified
transaction format for a standard cross-chain transaction,
route information between multiple blockchains. The ex-
periments were conducted to evaluate the performance,
which shows that the TPS is increased with an increasing
number of shards; this is obvious since each blockchain
system within the model performs transactions indepen-
dently. The throughput also decreases with an increase in
the number of cross-chain transactions due to the three-
phase commit for inter-chain communication that is time-
consuming and consequently reduces overall TPS thereby
necessitating optimization in confirming process of cross-
chain transactions.

Yu et al [54] focus on heterogeneous multi-chain shard-
ing architecture where services are assigned to various sub-
chains with sharding to enhance the scalability of blockchain
for large scale business applications. The multi-chain ar-
chitecture is based on various sub-chains controlled by a
single main chain and a layer known as the value swab layer
which enables interaction between them. This architec-
ture allows the parallel functioning of multiple blockchains,
which may belong to multiple organizations, managed by
the main chain. The sub-chain downloads the relevant
information from the main chain and run independently,
the outcome of this chain then again transferred to the
main chain. The sub-chains may be a part of different or-
ganizations/businesses with no restrictions on the use of
a particular consensus algorithm. Although the flexible
sharding architecture improves the scalability but it can
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increase the workload for the main chain by assigning the
task and receiving the results from multiple sub-chains.

Li et al. [55] focused on node scalability and presented
a sharding architecture for multiple independent but inter-
connected sidechains to meet industrial standards. The ar-
chitecture is based on a notion of satellite chains that con-
tain multiple private (permissioned) ledgers running dif-
ferent consensus protocols and independent auditors and
regulators. The regulators can enforce policies without
participating in the consensus by using smart contracts.
The auditor can passively see and audit the transaction
whereas a node can join multiple satellite chains simulta-
neously. To form a satellite chain, all the interested nodes
must agree on validators, consensus mechanism, and ac-
cess policies. The satellite chain can also transfer assets to
other satellite chains. However, the issue of load balancing
is not addressed in the paper. As in a case where all or
most of the nodes join the same satellite chain may result
in overloading of that shard or satellite chain.

7.3. Blockchain delivery network

In addition to sharding and LN-based approaches, re-
cent efforts have focused on advancements in blockchain
delivery network to achieve scalable blockchains. In this
context, Klarman et al. [59] focused on cryptocurren-
cies and propose a blockchain distribution network (BDN)
framework bloXroute which leverages the power of cut-
through routing and system-wide caching to reduce prop-
agation delays and improve transmission rate which conse-
quently increases the throughput. The authors proposed a
mechanism to propagate the block to all its gateways with-
out prior transaction knowledge which can further prop-
agate the blocks through peers in P2P Network to avoid
any discrimination. The bloxroute is an effective broadcast
primitive to support thousands of transactions per second.
It also supports multiple blockchains simultaneously and
ensures neutrality by allowing users to directly audit the
services of bloXroute. However, the methodology is based
on the concept of fast propagation without information
of blocks which may allow malicious entities to propagate
blocks.

Among other approahces, He et al. [60] and Kuz-
manovic et al [61] focus on general blockchain-based sce-
narios. In this respect, Guobiao He et al. [60] presented
an architecture that improves various aspects including re-
source utilization through QoS, improved BFT algorithm
for security and a transaction level load balancing to im-
prove the throughput of the system. Moreover, it uses a
collaborative mechanism that interacts with cloud storage
to solve the problem of storage scalability. The model is
a four-layered architecture in which the first two layers
contribute to improving the scalability of the architecture.
In particular, control and authentication layer performs
transaction-level load balancing to improve QoS whereas
the cloud storage layer stores previous transaction blocks
to improve storage burden on consensus node as it only

stores one epoch of transaction block. However, load bal-
ancing overhead where one area share transaction with
other area needs to be optimized.

Traditional blockchain networks such as Bitcoin, con-
sist of trustless peer-to-peer network model with scalabil-
ity challenge in terms of transaction per second. Inspired
by cloud delivery networks such as Youtube, Kuzmanovic
et al [61] proposed a framework, to optimize the trans-
port layer to implement blockchain in a cloud delivery
network without disrupting its decentralized nature to en-
hance throughput. The cloud distribution network can
increase the performance by using a global infrastructure
to support distributed blockchain neutrally. This is done
by reversing the direction of trust and placing trust in a
subset of nodes. The nodes can propagate the block on
to the P2P network directly and can communicate it to
other geographically apart nodes via Blockchain Distribu-
tion Network (BDN) that can be audited by other nodes
in the network. The BDN helps to scale in various ways
including transaction caching by distributing the transac-
tions in the cloud and utilize indexes instead of a complete
transaction. It also uses cut-through routing which prop-
agates received bytes and does not wait for the complete
block to be received, this will increase transmission speed
especially for larger blocks. It can also solve the transac-
tion in-cast problem in which transaction received at high
rates is propagated via a single BDN server. However, the
proficiency of design is unable to distinguish between dis-
tinct nodes, blocks, and transactions. Its generic nature
is not able to identify and prevent malicious behavior and
dishonest nodes. Thus the design heavily relies on trusted
network infrastructure.

7.4. Hardware-assisted approaches

There are various approaches including [62][63] and [64]
which depend upon trusted hardware to improve the chain
performance. Among these approahces, Liu et al. [62] and
Sanka & Cheung [63] used an on-chain approach whereas
Lind et al. [64] and Das et al. [65] present an off-chain
approach to scalability.

The BFT-based implementations in Blockchain can achieve
higher transaction rates as compared to the traditional
Bitcoin’s network but it can scale to few tens of nodes due
to the requirement of O(n2) message-exchanges to attain
consensus on single operation among n servers. Liu et al
[62] addressed the issue of node scalability with a fast-BFT
protocol and compared it with other variants of BFT pro-
tocols including zyzzyva, MinBFT CheapBFT. The core
of the Fast-BFT is a novel message aggregation approach,
with reduced message complexity from o(n2) to O(n), that
combines hardware-based trusted execution environments
with lightweight secret sharing. The message aggregation
in FastBFT does not require any public-key operations
(e.g., multi-signatures), thus incurring considerably lower
computation/communication overhead. FastBFT further
balances computation and communication load by arrang-
ing nodes in a tree topology, so that inter-server communi-
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Table 6: Blockchain delivery networks to enhance scalability

Authors Issue Ad-
dressed

Methodology Solution
Type

Bitcoin/
Blockchain

Implementation Results Limitations Year

Uri Klar-
man et al.
[59]

Throughput Blockchain
Delivery
Network

On-chain Crypto-
currency

Framework N/A N/A 2018

He et
al.[60]

Throughput
and
Storage
Scalability-
Chain Size

Cloud storage
management
with load
balancing for
efficiency

On-chain Blockchain Matlab (Simula-
tion)

Increased
perfor-
mance.

Lack of optimized
load balancing
mechanism.
Single point of
failure

2018

Aleksandar
Kuz-
manovic
[61]

Throughput Trusted
Cloud Deliv-
ery Network

Indexing in
the cloud
network and
cut-through
routing.

Blockchain Framework only N/A Lacks a mechanism
to identify dishon-
est nodes and relies
heavily on Trusted
network

2019

Table 7: Hardware-assisted approaches to enhance blockchain scalability

Authors
/ID

Issue Addressed Methodology Solution
Type

Bitcoin/
Blockchain

Implementation Results Limitations Year

Liu et
al. [62]

Consensus ef-
ficiency, Node
Scalability, La-
tency, Throughput

A hardware- As-
sisted variant of
BFT (FastBFT)

On-
Chain

Blockchain Golang, Intel
SGX(TEE)

Peak
Through-
put of 100,000
TPS

Slight de-
cline in TPS
when the
No. of nodes
increases.

2019

Sanka
and
Cheung
[63]

Throughput, Re-
ducing the load on
BC Servers, La-
tency

Caching system
for BC Scalability
and Throughput
Improvement.

On-
chain

Bitcoin C, VB, ML-605
Virtex 6 FPGA,
Jannson, Curl Li-
brary, SHA-256.

103% increase
in perfor-
mance when
cache hits.

Adds central-
ization

2018

Lind et
al. [64]

Throughput, La-
tency

Improved Version
of Bitcoin-NG.
(Teechain)

Off-
chain

Bitcoin Intel SGX (TEE),
C++, secp256k1
(Library)

Throughput
up to 1M TPS

Increasing
members in
the committee
chain increases
latency.

2017

Das et
al. [65]

Block Validation
Time

TEE +SC Off-
chain

Bitcoin Intel SGX Python - SPOF 2019

cation and message aggregation takes place along edges of
the tree. FastBFT adopts the optimistic BFT paradigm
that only requires a subset of nodes to actively run the
protocol. Finally, a simple failure detection mechanism
is used that makes it possible for FastBFT to deal with
non-primary faults efficiently.

Sanka and Cheung [63] presented a hardware-based im-
plementation of a caching system for Bitcoin’s blockchain
core using FPGA(Field Programmable gate array) with
customized SHA-256 hash to reduce the load on blockchain
servers and improve the scalability and throughput. The
evaluation results showed an increase in throughput up to
103x when cache hits.

Using an off-chain method, Lind et al. [64] presented
Teechain, a variant of Bitcoin-NG with improved through-
put and latency. Teechain is based on off-chain replication
with threshold secret sharing and uses a trusted execu-
tion environment, a hardware security feature in modern
CPUs, as a root of trust to asynchronously process off-
chain transactions. The Teechain can handle 1 million
Bitcoin TPS in a 30 machine deployment which is 33x
higher than the lightning network approach.

To execute reactive multi-round contracts in a cryp-
tocurrency environment, Das et al. presented a model
named FASTKITTEN [65], to allow execution of arbi-
trary complex SC off the chain using TEE within bit-
coin/cryptocurrency environment at low cost. This pre-
vents the SC to be executed by all users. It also in-

creases off-chain SC execution efficiency by incentivizing
honest behavior. The model is implemented using Intel
SGX hardware, the result showed a block validation time
of 5seconds. FASTKITTEN supports batch execution of
private user inputs that are not supported by both bitcoin
and ethereum to provide faster execution of SCs with low
computation cost. However, this model can run on a sin-
gle TEE aka operator for the execution of SCs which adds
centralization.

7.5. Parallel processing

One of the inherent limitations of blockchain is that
the traditional Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm, based on
solo mining, offers limited transaction processing speed
and scalability. Hazari et al [66] presented a parallel PoW
approach that addresses the problem of low throughput by
leveraging the benefits of parallel mining in order to accel-
erate the process of the traditional PoW approach without
changing the basic structure of the PoW process. This is
achieved by electing a manager node at every epoch to ad-
minister and control the miners within a particular block,
with the target that no two miners can be assigned the
same work. This approach also has a reward system and
prevents the formation of forks. The approach prevents
a miner with a high processing power for solving all the
blocks by restricting them to act as a manager of a subse-
quent block to receive his reward.
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Table 8: Parallel processing approaches to enhance blockchain scalability

Authors
/ID

Issue Ad-
dressed

Methodology Solution
Type

Bitcoin/
Blockchain

Implementation Results Problems/ Issues Year

Hazari et
al. [66]

Throughput Parallel Min-
ing on tradi-
tional PoW

On-
Chain

Bitcoin Go, GX Golang,
Docker Container

34% increase
in TPS

Biased with miners hav-
ing low computational
power.
Delay in case of manager
fails.

2019

Gao et al.
[67]

Throughput Parallel run-
ning of Smart
contract

On-
Chain

Blockchain-
Permis-
sioned (Pow
Based)

Lingo,
GUROBI/SCIP

- Requires honest nodes
with at least 50% of the
computational power.
The efficiency of ILP de-
crease with the increase
in the number of smart
contracts

2017

However, the approach is still biased with the miners
having low processing power since those who have high
processing power will quickly solve more blocks and have
more chances to become a manager in subsequent blocks;
thereby getting more rewards. Another issue is that the
approach is heavily dependent upon managers to solve the
current epoch. In case of failure of a manager node, a
miner can still create transaction hash and nonce, but with
traditional solo fashion which will consequently lead to an
increase in mining time. However, the subsequent blocks
will again follow the parallel strategy as the manager of
the current block has been decided in the previous block.
Furthermore, the benefits of parallel mining can only be
achieved in the presence of multiple active miners in an
epoch otherwise the approach will perform like a tradi-
tional solo PoW approach.

Gao et al. [67] focused on increasing throughput by
simultaneous execution of smart contracts. Since most
distributed ledger systems process smart contracts in a
sequential manner therefore all users have to run smart
contracts before its results can be accepted by the system
limiting the system capable of handling a large number of
smart contracts. If the smart contracts are more sophisti-
cated then it can prevent other smart contracts from exe-
cution consuming all the computational resources. The au-
thors addressed this issue by executing multiple smart con-
tracts simultaneously which also increase overall through-
put. This is accomplished by first dividing the smart con-
tracts into subparts and a Sub Committee (SCom) which
contains a group of users and then allowing only a com-
mittee to execute the particular smart contract. Conse-
quently, multiple Subcommittees can be executed simul-
taneously. The security issue is resolved by allowing only
those public keys of the user which recently involved in
block generation and employing the majority voting cri-
teria to prevent the users from controlling a SCom. The
fairness in terms of incentives and workload of the users
is ensured by using an ILP (integrated linear Program-
ming.) solver, but the short term fairness depends upon
the even distribution (load balancing) of smart contracts
on subcommittees.

7.6. Redesigning

In addition to the approaches discussed earlier, a con-
siderable number of efforts have focused on achieving scal-
able blockchains by strengthening its core components such
as the consensus protocols, data storage and management
capabilities etc. We present a summary of such approaches
below.

Ittayeyal et al. [68] proposed Bitcoin-NG, a variant of
Bitcoin consensus algorithm where the leader is selected
for every epoch allowed to serialize state machine trans-
action until the next leader election. Bitcoin-NG’s band-
width is limited only by the capacity of individual nodes
(as higher throughput does not generate key block forks)
and its latency is limited by network’s propagation de-
lay. The leader election is forward-looking which ensures
continuous transaction processing in contrast to Bitcoin
where the leader is in-charge of serializing only history.
The protocol generates two types of blocks: key blocks
for choosing a leader and micro blocks for ledger entries.
Due to the frequent generation of microblocks, the short
fork may occur on almost every leader switch which is
resolved by poison transaction that contains first pruned
block as proof of fraud invalidating the fee sent to fraud-
ulent leader generating the fork. Although evaluation re-
sults show improvements in fairness and latency, key block
forks do occur which can be resolved by the heaviest chain
policy. Secondly, varying block sizes increases transaction
frequency but increases block verification and propagation
time. The Bitcoin-NG is still a PoW concept and is sus-
ceptible to selfish mining if the attackers are more than
25% of the whole network. Moreover, there are some is-
sues in incentive policy highlighted by proposed by Yin et
al. [82] including that the leader can enhance its revenue
up to 100% of the fee by trying to mine the key block him-
self. Furthermore, a malicious elected leader may perform
a DoS attack by not publishing micro-blocks.

Zang Wang [83] mainly addressed the issue of fast con-
vergence across a large number of nodes by using a voter
model and the Ising-Glauber model. The Majority vOt-
ing Consensus Algorithm (MOCA) is based on cellular au-
tomata which is a rule-based computational machine to
perform an action. It employs a probability theory ap-
proach i.e. voter model which improves the consensus scal-
ability by allowing adjustment of a voter’s opinion based
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Table 9: Existing efforts to redesign blockchain to enhance scalability

Authors
/ID

Issue Ad-
dressed

Methodology Solution
Type

Bitcoin/
Blockchain

Implementation Results Limitations Year

IttayEyal
et al. [68]

Throughput Leader Election and
formation of key
and micro blocks.
(Bitcoin-NG)

On-
Chain

Bitcoin - - Selfish Mining.
DoS attack
Weak incentive pol-
icy

2016

Zhancang
Wang
[69]

Consensus
Efficiency
(Node
Scalabil-
ity)

Majority Voting
cellular automata
(MOCA).

On-
Chain

Blockchain - With 1M nodes,
the protocol
converges in few
iterations

The assumption
that in 1M nodes,
each node has only
10 neighbors
The presence of ad-
versaries can affect
convergence.

2018

Xinxin
Fan and
Qi Chai
[70]

Node
Scalabil-
ity

A variant of DPoS
with voting and
epoch system with
short-lived ES-
CADA and BLS
signatures to add
decentralization and
extensibility for IoT
(Roll-DPoS)

Off-
chain

Blockchain
for IoT

Framework only - Prevents resource
constraint devices to
actively participate
in the consensus
process.

2018

Dennis et
al. [71]

Storage
(Chain
Size)

Temporal Rolling
(pruning)

On-
Chain

Bitcoin Framework im-
plemented in B
Language

Constant 4.5GB
chain Size

Delays in transac-
tions during peri-
odic rolling

2016

Min et al.
[72]

Throughput Dynamic Block Size On-
Chain

Blockchain
for e-
commerce
application

10 Intel Core
i5 Systems,1000
Nodes

1Million TPS
in a trusted
trading net-
work, Block
Size in KBs,
BGR= 10,000
Micro-BPS
(1BPM)

Requires all nodes
to be trustworthy in
the network

2016

Otte et
al. [73]

Throughput Focuses on the
agent’s trust
(Trustchain)

On-
Chain

Blockchain
(permission-
less)

Python Throughput up
to 210TPS

Performance deteri-
orates upon an in-
crease in database
size

2017

Xinxin
Fan. [74]

Consensus
Efficiency
(Node
Scalabil-
ity)

A variant of PBFT
with Fast Signature
Verification Process-
Less communication
and computational
overhead.

On-
Chain

Blockchain C, Libraries
(secp112r1,
sect163k1,MNTcurve),
ECDSA (Ellip-
tic Curve
Digital Sig-
nature Algo-
rithm), BLS(
Boneh–Lynn–Shacham)

ESCDA is 10
times faster but
BLS has 50%
less overhead

- 2018

Ehmke et
al. [75]

Storage
scala-
bility
(Chain
Size)

Keeping the global
state of the system
in the current block.
(Proof-of-Property)

On-
Chain

Blockchain Not Imple-
mented (Frame-
work only)

NA Maintains only one
state i-e balance
The requirement of
an efficient key nam-
ing mechanism
Forks

2018

Parth
Thakkar
[76]

Throughput
and La-
tency

Optimization in Hy-
perledger Fabric

On-
Chain

Blockchain Hyperledger
Fabric, Kafka
ordering service
for consensus

Throughput=2250,
Latency =30ms

The network may
become a bottleneck
with n nodes at the
diverse geographical
location

2018

Gupta
and
Janaki-
ram [77]

Block
Gener-
ation
Rate

Proof of Win- A
knockout tourna-
ment for verification
nodes. (Colosseum)

On-
Chain

Blockchain Vishwa-a grid
Computing
Middleware

Results not
shown

No mechanism to
avoid a Validator’s
biasness Forks

2019

Gang
Wang
and Zhi-
jie Jerry
Shi [78]

Throughput Reducing intraplant
communication from
O(n2) to O(n)

On-
chain

Blockchain - - - 2019

Kalodner
[79]

Throughput Incentive-based VM
implementation of
SC

Off-
chain

Blockchain GO - Assumes that man-
ager nodes behave
rationally

2018

Teutsch
& Re-
itwiebner
[80]

Throughput Decoupling mining
and verification
process with verifi-
cation performed off
the chain

Off-
chain

CryptocurrencyGoogle’s Lanai
interpreter

- Relies on attractive
incentive mecha-
nism and assumes
the presence of
trusted verifiers

2017

Gorbunov
& Reyzin
[81]

Storage Vector commitment
to aggregate small
proofs across multi-
ple commitments

On-
Chain

CryptocurrencyRust Storage require-
ment for 108 SC
= 4.5GB with
31KB/block
overhead.

In a sharding cryp-
tocurrency scenario,
Frequent shard
switching may
introduce delays.

2020
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on the opinion of their neighbors and Ising-Glauber model
which is based on spin (listening to neighbors). The ex-
periments show that with 1000,000 nodes where each node
has only 10 neighbors, the system will converge in a few
iterations. However, the state where every node converged
to the correct state is not possible if the adversaries are
more than the number of the neighbor of each node, since
there is a chance that an honest node is surrounded by
adversary neighborhoods.

The work of Xinxin Fan and Qi Chai [70] focuses on
addressing the issue of sidechains scalability by allowing
a significant number of nodes to actively participate in
the consensus process for large-scale IoT systems. Tra-
ditional DPOS consensus limits block production to lim-
ited partially trusted nodes. The Roll DOPS consensus
consists of epochs and sub epochs and uses an Ethereum
based community voting process for selection of block pro-
ducers. The potential block producer attracts community
members to vote for him via a campaign website offering
available resources and rewards. N block producers are
randomly chosen through deterministic random bit gener-
ator (DRBG) for the first epoch. These block producers
then generate short-lived epoch specific private key shares
to sign the PBFT process with ECDSA and BLS threshold
schemes with Pederson’s DKG’s approach to speed up the
PBFT process. The nodes which are not selected as block
producers for the root chain also has an option to be se-
lected as block producers of side chains. This auto-scaling
process enables a significant number of nodes to partici-
pate in the consensus process. Although, the approach in-
vites nodes to become block producers for root chain and
side chains, but in IoT system majority of devices have low
processing power and storage capacity, which may prevent
the vast majority of devices to remain idle and not actively
participate in the consensus process.

The peer to peer nature of the blockchain requires each
client to download and maintain blockchain up to date
therefore resource constrained devices cannot fully partic-
ipate except for creating transactions. Dennis et al. [71]
focused at addressing this challenge by allowing the data
to be stored for only a preset period and empty blocks
known as spent blocks which can be used as input to new
blocks will automatically be deleted. Consequently, a min-
ing node is no longer required to maintain the history of
blockchain from the genesis block. All the miners, on a
pre-set time every day, will add a checkpoint and remove
all the blocks older than 30 days. The authors claim that
this technique improves scalability by allowing the con-
sistent size of 4.5GB for Bitcoin’s blockchain irrespective
of the network size, which is significantly smaller than its
current size, without changing the properties of the tradi-
tional blockchain. However, the deletion process of spent
blocks may add a delay in mining new transactions or halt
the transaction at that time.

Min et al. [72] presented the adoption of Blockchain
in e-commerce specifically addressing the scalability bar-
rier in terms of throughput in comparison with Bitcoin’s

network. The authors proposed addressing this problem
by using a permissioned Blockchain framework (PBF) to
create a public, autonomous e-commerce ecosystem. PBF
partitions the network into subcommittees by using a ran-
dom partition algorithm which can also limit dishonest
peers. Each subcommittee has linear membership in the
total computational power and runs an inner consensus
protocol to process a separate set of transactions and blocks.
The special committee agrees on peer’s blocks, consisting
of a set of valid transactions. Another special committee is
designated to write peer’s blocks into a global block so that
each peer can identify number of transactions or blocks be-
longing to each peer at any point in history. Peer Inner
Blockchain Protocol (PIBP) is used to improve throughput
and support instant transactions. E-commerce Blockchain
architecture keeps unlimited transactions without sacrific-
ing higher credibility.

Another approach, named Trustchain, presented by
Otte et al. [73] is focused at redesigning a sybil-resistant
blockchain that is scalable in terms of transaction through-
put. The authors use an agent-based approach that mainly
focuses on trust and ensures the contribution of every
agent which has taken resources with a decent transac-
tion throughput. This is accomplished with the agents
that can create their own genesis blocks and works in
parallel powered by a Sybil resistant algorithm NetFlow
which ensures the contribution of every agent that has
taken resources. To increase the resistance against tam-
pering double-spending attacks, each block also refers to
a block in the chain of the counterparty. This ensures that
each block has two incoming and two outgoing pointers.
Evaluation showed an improvement in TPS for first 1000
transactions however with the subsequent increase in ca-
pacity of database, the insertion overhead also increased.
This is because each insertion necessitates a DB query for
fetch evidence about the latest block of a particular agent,
which slows down the transaction rate.

With the traditional PBFT, instant consensus finality
can be achieved, but this is at the cost of limiting the
number of nodes due to the broadcast nature of the three-
phase protocol. Fan et al. [74] proposed an improved
version of PBFT with short-lived cryptographic keys to
speed up the consensus process. PBFT experiences com-
putational overhead which slows down consensus process
due to round-based broadcast nature in which all nodes
verify multiple received signatures from their peers. The
authors addressed this issue by implementing short-lived
cryptographic keys and a BC-based distribution approach
to periodically update those keys. The efficient signature
verification process has a key role in improving the scal-
ability and computational cost of PBFT. This is accom-
plished by implementing the digital signatures at medium
and low-security levels with periodic short length key pair
update which has less communication overhead that en-
ables faster verification process to improve the node scal-
ability without compromising the transaction throughput.

In traditional blockchains such as Bitcoin, in order to
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participate in the formation of new blocks, a local copy
of the global state of the system is required at the begin-
ning. For instance, the space required to store Bitcoin’s
network is more than 150GB. Consequently, the partic-
ipation of new members will be delayed. Ehmke et al.
[75] presents a framework named Proof of Property (PoP)
to address the storage issue by deriving the concept from
Ethereum to keep the global state of the system in the cur-
rent block and include the relevant state of the system in
each transaction for efficient verification. Therefore reduc-
ing the space required to store the complete system. The
proposed framework uses Markle Patricia Tree (MPT) and
is based on the proof that in each transaction the input ad-
dresses owns enough coins to fulfill the stated transaction.
Although the framework saves the chain storage space, the
authors illustrated some of the issues that require further
research, including the ability of PoP to keep only one
state which is unspent transaction balance. Furthermore,
the author also highlighted the importance of a missing
mechanism to avoid the formation of forks especially in
a situation where different clients could be in a different
state. The drawback is that transactions already being
processed might become invalid if the block they are in-
cluded in, is in the part of the forked blockchain that will
be dismissed.

Parth Thakkar [76] focuses on the optimization of var-
ious operations of hyperledger fabric to achieve a high
throughput. These optimizations include crypto-operations,
serial validation of transaction in a block and multiple
REST API calls to CouchDB to achieve maximum block
size with low latency. The optimization consists of MSP
cache, which uses a hash map as a key to prevent the de-
centralization of serialized identify and an ARC algorithm
for cache replacement. This reduces crypto-operation and
call- stack-depth. The optimization in the Validation sys-
tem chaincode (VSCC) is by introducing parallel VSCC
validation of a block through a configurable number of
worker threads per channel which validates 1 transaction.
This results in a reduction in the latency of VSCC from
300 to 30 ms and TPS of 950 for the block size of 30.
The bulk-read/write during MVCC validation commit
for CouchDB allows to cut down the number of REST
API calls. With all three optimizations combined a TPS
of 2250 is achieved. These optimizations have also been
adapted in Hyperledger Fabric v1.1. The authors admit
that they did not consider the network as a bottleneck,
however, the nodes dispersed in diverse geographical loca-
tions with different arrival rates may impact the overall
transaction rates.

The Cash Fault Tolerance (CFT) or Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (BFT) based consensus algorithms usually uses
voting-based consensus in permissioned blockchain. They
have a message complexity of O(N2) for validation of a
transaction and limit the participation of a number of
validator nodes. Since the immutability of blockchain is
dependent on the phenomenon of excessive replication of
data and therefore, limiting the number of nodes reduces

the attack surface for an adversary trying to manipulate
the ledger. Gupta et al. [77] proposed a framework to in-
crease block generation rate by proposing a consensus algo-
rithm for permissioned blockchains, Proof of win (PoWin),
that is based on a knockout tournament between two play-
ers. The colosseum formulates a ring network and a two-
step process. First, to find the validator node that can
issue a PoWin certificate to a winner node in a knock-
out game. Second, a ring-based DHT keeper to store
the results. The winning nodes propose a new block for
blockchain and the keeper can verify matches This elimina-
tion process amongst two opponents reduces the message
complexity and allows the protocol to scale. However, the
protocol heavily relies on validator node to control, man-
age, and verify the knockout results. A biased validator
can easily drop a tournament by foreseeing that an ally
is losing. Moreover, the framework lacks a mechanism to
manage forks i-e simultaneous block generation in the same
round.

Furthermore, Wang et al. [78] presented a blockchain-
based model for metering in industrial plants. The im-
plemented approach guarantees security, trustworthiness,
and immutability in metering systems via blockchain. It
also deals with reducing complexity from O(n2) to O(n) by
using a novel approach based on BFT. A two-layered hi-
erarchical structure chronologically chained by a hash, an
independent local chain for each industrial plant based on
BFT protocol which prevents adversaries to change private
ledger while enforcing crypto-primitives and threshold sig-
natures to reduce communication messages within the in-
dividual plant to improve scalability. This is done by using
a short signature scheme, Boneh-Lynnh-Shacham (BLS),
based on Diffie-Hellman assumption on certain elliptic and
hyper-elliptic curves which significantly reduces the com-
munication complexity in a consensus process. Secondly,
A cloud-based state chain is used to aggregate all the data
blocks of individual chains in an epoch. However, the de-
sign relies on the efficiency and trustworthiness of cloud
infrastructure, and the performance of individual chains
will directly have an impact on the aggregated state chain.

Kalodner et al. [79] presented an incentive-based model
named Arbitrum to execute SC off the chain to cope with
the limitations including privacy and scalability of the
Ethereum platform. On contrary to traditional systems,
the authors propose implementing SC as a virtual machine
with a set of managers who maintain the VM state with
only one manager chosen to control the VM. The valida-
tor nodes can accept and track the hash of the state en-
dorsed by all managers. An incentive/ penalty mechanism
is employed by the verifiers, to cope with the disagree-
ment among managers, by verifying the proof submitted
by manager nodes. However, the irrational behavior of
manager nodes may result in imposing an extra burden on
verifier nodes.

Teutsch & ReitwieBner [80] presented a model (TrueBit)
to securely execute SC as well as reducing redundant com-
putations of network nodes used in Ethereum by outsourc-
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ing computation with the incentive mechanism in place to
motivate outsourcing parties and to guarantee the correct-
ness of the solution. The model also consists of a network
of trusted verification nodes, called judges, which has been
occasionally forced to inspect the task via incentivized in-
teractive verification game and submit incorrect solutions
for further resolution of the occurrence of any dispute
in the solution. The dissociation of verification protocol
for mining nodes enables improvement in the transaction
throughput without facing verifiers problem. However, the
verification game introduces additional overhead on veri-
fiers as well as requiring trusted verifiers to perform small
computations to find the correctness in the solution. More-
over, it requires an attractive incentive mechanism for the
verifiers to find the bugs in the solution. Furthermore, it
also assumes that the attackers are rational with limited
financial resources and cannot subvert the underlying con-
sensus with at least one verifier present for checking each
task.

Gorbunov et al. [81] presented an efficient vector com-
mitment scheme for SC which is based on aggregating
proofs across multiple commitments. It also improves prop-
agation bandwidth for transmission of blocks by reducing
the proof size. The small commitments and proofs gen-
erated by users in the point-proofs scheme allow a third
party (block proposer) to aggregate multiple proofs con-
cerning different commitments into a single proof. The
scheme is especially focused on stateless block validation
of SC for reducing its storage requirements. However,
the model still requires 4.5GB of storage for 108 accounts
which may lead to delays especially in the sharding sce-
nario where frequent shard switching by a node requires
downloading part of such a large state each time.

7.7. Summary of existing literature to advance scalable
blockchain

This section presented the state-of-the-art approaches
that are focused at enhancing different aspects of scal-
ability in the blockchain. It is evident from the liter-
ature that due to the adoption of blockchain in diverse
scenarios, research community has made considerable ef-
forts to devise solutions to address scalability challenges
including throughput, storage, latency, and node/network
size. These approaches are either focused specifically for
on/off-chain or can be applied in both scenarios. Off-
chain approaches can be further categorized into PCNs
and Sharding which improve scalability by committing the
transactions off the chain. Further, approaches such as
BDN and parallel processing propose on-chain improve-
ments whereas hardware-assisted approaches and those re-
designing the consensus/data-structure are applicable to
both on and off chain solutions to enhance the scalability
in various scenarios. Key observations derived from this
section are:

• Sharding has emerged as one of the promising solu-
tions to improve chain performance. The increase

in the number of shards in the blockchain network
scales the transaction throughput linearly without
compromising the decentralized nature of the blockchain.
These approaches can be applied to permissioned
as well as permission-less scenarios. Many shard-
ing solutions including Elastico [47] and Omniledger
[48] rely on trusted setup and use UTXO with the
main focus on security. They can tolerate up to
n/4 malicious adversaries and have a decent trans-
action throughput but this is achieved on compro-
mising latency. On the contrary, rapid-chain [49]
has better throughput whilst significantly lowering
the latency and storage. Moreover, it does not rely
on trusted setup and can tolerate up to n/3 adver-
saries. Other sharding solutions, such as [50] used
trusted hardware to improve performance under non-
cryptocurrency load. However, sharding solutions
also have various issues including low byzantine re-
siliency, increased latency, time-consuming bootstrap
process, the formation of forks, security and effi-
cient load balancing mechanism which need further
research.

• In recent years, the concept of PCNs was adapted by
both bitcoin and the etherum community as Light-
ning Network [39] and Raiden Network [41] respec-
tively to improve the overall blockchain’s through-
put. The PCNs are more suitable in scenarios like
a bank to bank, bank to customer, and customer to
customer within a bank. However, these PCN based
micropayment systems have several security and pri-
vacy issues which limit their widespread adaption in
the diverse application domains. The solution like
BOLT [42, 43, 44, 45, 46] provides anonymity but
lacks cryptographic primitives for multi-hop trans-
fers. [40] tries to improve the security by using cryp-
tographic primitives but primarily focusing on worm-
hole attacks. Moreover, the concept of micropay-
ments via PCNs necessitates both parties to always
remain online for committing transactions that make
them vulnerable to attacks. Furthermore, the pro-
longed downtime of any party may result in the expi-
ration of the waiting time for channel closure. This
may lead to freezing of funds or a situation where a
party can fraudulently pocket the funds and close the
channel while other is away. This requires a strong
mechanism where a party can prove a fraudulent ac-
tivity to impose a penalty on the other party and
an efficient balance planning mechanism to initially
predict and freeze a certain amount that is required
by the channel.

• As blockchain overlays public network, an efficient
network infrastructure is another key to blockchain
scalability. The use of cut-through routing, such as
proposed in [59], significantly improves the blockchain
throughput. However, this requires a trusted setup
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due to the inability of segregating legitimate and ma-
licious traffic.

• One of the limitations in wider adoption of blockchain
is the storage requirements to join the network. For
instance, a node aiming to join the Bitcoin blockchain
has to download the existing chain/ledger which cur-
rently is more than 260GB. In this context, cloud
storage [60] can reduce the burden from mining nodes
however it ads centralization thereby introducing sin-
gle point of failure.

• The use of efficient and/or trusted hardware with
higher processing power, storage, and memory can
greatly improve the performance in terms of through-
put and latency of blockchain [64], [63], [62]. How-
ever, its adaption in public blockchain requires an
incentive mechanism to attract the miners to use re-
sourceful hardware.

• Although parallel mining is proposed to increase through-
put but the efficiency is directly proportional to the
number of active minors in an epoch. Such approaches,
for instance [66], require an efficient mechanism for
managing the task-assignment to remove the bias
against the miners with low processing power. Fur-
thermore, the single managing entity in an epoch
also increases the mining time in case of failure of a
manager node.

• The blockchain that has message complexity in the
order of O(n) is considered as scalable. Reduction
in message propagation quantity and complexity has
significant positive effects in improving the through-
put of a network [78].

8. Applications of Scalable Blockchain

In addition to innovative methods to enhance scala-
bility of blockchains, a number efforts in existing litera-
ture are focused at application-specific measures to achieve
scalable decentralization applications using blockchains.
These applications leverage fundamental properties of blockchains
such as tamper-proof storage and decentralized architec-
ture to achieve application function however adopt spe-
cific measures to improve the scalability required by the
applications. For instance. Ruta et al. [84] presented a
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) that adds a seman-
tic blockchain layer with the help of smart contracts for an
efficient resource discovery process that includes registra-
tion, discovery, selection, and payments implemented in
Hyperledger Iroha for IoT based CPS. Similarly, Dorri et
al. [85] presented a centrally managed blockchain frame-
work to optimize the energy consumption and distributed
trust to increase BGR for a smart home IoT environment.

Oscar Novo et al. [86] also focused on the adoption of
blockchain in IoT where scalability is a problem for manag-
ing access to billions of constrained devices in the IoT net-
work and centralized access control systems lack the ability
to deal with increased load efficiently. For IoT based on
centralized models, single centralized access control server
might become a bottleneck in blockchain when access con-
trol queries and updates are frequent. The approach uses a
concept of management hub nodes to increase the latency
of the overall IoT-based blockchain network.

Most identity and access management solutions are
centralized and require metadata exchanges which is either
federation-based or manual. The central server maintains
all the metadata of Identity Providers (IdP) and Services
Providers (SP) into a centralized database. The copy of
this database with signatures, which are usually valid for
a few days, is communicated to all Federation Members
(FM). Consequently, requiring all FMs to query the server
for the updated version of metadata frequently. If the va-
lidity of the metadata signature is set too long, this may
leave the SPs with the outdated information. Grabatin et
al. [87] addressed this challenge by implementing Hyper-
ledger Fabric based decentralized blockchain technology in
managing metadata which has an intrinsic feature of in-
stant ledger updates and reliability. The authors achieved
Hyperledger-based solution which contains a feature that
only allows parties that are part of the transaction to
download metadata, consequently improving overall stor-
age efficiency. This is done through a two-step process,
including provider registration via chaincode deployed by
a federation and micro federation creation. After SP reg-
istration, the clients can issue proposals for the creation of
micro federation which contains all the required SPs. If all
the SPs approve this event, the metadata of all SPs are in-
tegrated into the peer’s ledger of the network in the form
of a byte-array that can only be downloaded by the SP
belongs to the same micro federation. This consequently
allows different communication endpoints for different fed-
erations and allows SP to use less storage and requires less
computational power to process the metadata. Although
the solution improves efficiency compared to traditional
setup, the performance of the system depends upon ap-
propriate configuration of block time (s) in Hyperledger
and SP’s reaction time (r).

Biswas et al. [96] mainly focused on the integration of
blockchain with IoT. Traditional blockchains such as Bit-
coin with a transaction rate of up to 7 TPS are primarily
not designed for high transaction rates. However, IoTs
connect billions of heterogeneous resource-constrained de-
vices with requirement for exponentially higher transac-
tion rate which is not supported by Bitcoin structure. The
authors have filled this gap by designing an architecture
that uses a concept of associating each IoT device with
an organization via local registration process and a certifi-
cation authority(CA)is used to authenticate each node to
achieve better TPS and ledger scalability.

Li et al [89] presented a distributed storage for IoT
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Table 10: Applications of scalable blockchains

Author(s) Application Domain Scalability Aspect IoT Publisher Year

Michele Ruta
et al. [84]

SOA for IoT Memory usage per node, Pro-
cessing time (Latency)

X RonPub,
Lubeck,
Germany

2017

Ali Dorri et al.
[85]

Optimization of Blockchains Block Validation, the Process-
ing time

X ACM 2017

Oscar Novo [86] Scalable Access Management
IoT

Latency X IEEE 2018

Grabatin and
Hommel [87]

DLT in Identity Federations Storage, Latency X IEEE 2018

Sujit Biswas et
al. [88]

simulation-based study to ad-
dress the issues of privacy, relia-
bility, and efficiency of payment
processing in vehicles to the grid
network

Throughput, confirmation Time
& Storage Requirements

X IEEE 2019

Ruinian Li et
al. [89]

Data Storage and Protection in
IoT

Storage X IEEE 2019

Deepak Puthal
et al. [90]

Analysis
(Testybed+simulation) of a
proposed Consensus Algorithm
(Proof of Authentication)

Time Taken for block validation
& Latency

X IEEE 2019

Hari & Laksh-
man [91]

Blockchain for Internet Security Block Size, TPS, Node scalabil-
ity

- ACM 2016

Xiwei Xu [92] The Blockchain as a Software
Connector

TPS, Storage - IEEE 2016

Heijden et al.
[93]

Blockchain in VANET hierarchical consensus - ACM 2017

Sidra Malik
[94]

a sharded tiered network archi-
tecture to address scalability

Transaction Rate - IEEE 2018

Blom & Farah-
mand [95]

Blockchain for small electricity
producers and consumers

Frequency of transaction(TPS)
& No of participants

- IEEE 2018

based systems with security and accountability to reduce
the burden from the central cloud server. The scheme
consists of edge computing which helps IoT devices per-
forming complex cryptographic computations at network
edges. It also helps in collecting and forwarding data to
DHT storage. The blockchain authenticates the read-write
requests to the DHT by working as a trusted third party.
To ensure the protection of the credentials, certificate-less
cryptography is used that consists of a Key Generation
Center (KGC) to create a partial private key based on the
identity of the user which in turn will be used by the user
along with a secret value for the establishment of a private
key. This also avoids the key escrow problem in identity-
based encryption. The proposed model can be applied to
various application domains including smart grids, smart
metering, healthcare, etc. Data in this scenario can be
traded by the owner. For instance, a user can sell ECG
data to a research institution by posting a transaction via
blockchain. However, the design heavily relies on the scal-
ability (throughput) of the system to efficiently utilize a
decentralized storage mechanism. Moreover, the authors
assume that communication between the edge servers and
IoT devices is secure. Furthermore, the scheme still has
security issues as there is no mechanism to cope with ma-
jority takeover attacks.

Puthal et al. [90] presented a lightweight trust-based
consensus mechanism Proof-of-Authentication (PoAh) for
edge computing and resource-constrained IoT devices to
reduce the latency up to 3 seconds which is in the order
of 10 minutes in traditional PoW approach. The model
uses EIGamal encryption for public and private key gen-
eration. Initially, the trusted miners are deployed as val-
idators. The others can participate in mining with zero
trust value, upon completion of every successful block,
the trust value increases. A trusted mining node, based
on asymmetric cryptography, authenticates a block signa-
ture via the public key of the source. It also checks the
MAC address before broadcasting the block to the network
with PoAh ID. The framework is implemented in a small
scale environment using simulation in Python as well as on
testbed using Raspberry Pi. Although the proposed mech-
anism reduces latency in small scenarios, its applicability
in large scale scenarios is still required for the adaption of
this mechanism in real-world applications.

Hari and Lakshman [91] presented a blockchain-based
framework for securing the Internet BGP and DNS in-
frastructure. Currently, they both are dependent upon
PKI which can be compromised by APTs (Advanced Per-
sistent Threats), a tamper-resistant blockchain-based re-
source management framework prevents a single malicious
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adversary to subvert the system. In this internet blockchain
framework, the DNS management and registry entities
like Ases act as peers with a private key associated with
its internet blockchain address. Multiple genesis blocks
are created within each registry that consists of transac-
tions which contain the record of transfer of resource form
its registry to internet entities. These records are then
published into internet blockchain to provide an initial
resource allocation state. These records are continue to
be published but can not be revoked by a single entity.
However, the blockchain has inherent scalability problems
such as BGR and throughput which required to be ad-
dressed. Moreover, it also requires an incentive mechanism
for global deployment and to enable a tamper-resistant in-
ternet.

Xu et al. [92] elucidate how the inherent properties of
a blockchain can improve the software quality attributes
including security, scalability, and sustainability by em-
ploying a distributed architecture as, an alternative to
shared centralized data storage, in an untrusted environ-
ment. However, the validation (mining) process may in-
crease the overall communication latency. It also requires
an efficient strategy to decide which data is required to be
stored on or off the chain due to the storage limitation of
the current blockchain.

A Blockchain-based collaborative and transparent V2X
communication and accountability mechanism for misbe-
havior detection and revocation without requiring a trust
is proposed in [93]. The scalability is achieved through
a hierarchical consensus in which clusters are created dy-
namically to provide consensus decisions to misbehavior
authorities via Road Side Units (RSU), which are fixed
and have known identities therefore can be employed with
a BFT based consensus. However. The performance of
BFT based consensus starts degrading upon an increase in
the number of nodes. To resolve this issue, the BFT con-
sensus is applied to smaller groups of RSUs that reside in
the same geographical location. The Misbehaviour author-
ities use the decisions of these small clusters to maintain
the blockchain state. However, the framework requires ve-
hicles and RSUs to have enough processing resources to
implement a consensus mechanism. Moreover, an empir-
ical study is also required to evaluate the performance of
hierarchical consensus.

Another application framework, presented by Malik et
al. [94] is the applicability of permissioned blockchain in
the food supply market to promote food provenance The
framework ensures data availability, ensures the security
of provenance information, and provides throughput scal-
ability. This is done by creating agreed-upon rules for ac-
cessibility of data by a pre-trusted consortium of all busi-
ness entities and participants and a blockchain technology
vendor that consists of a hardware-software solution to
manage and control the main-chain. A sharded architec-
ture based on geographical zones is used to provide the
transaction scalability. Each shard has a set of partici-
pants and dedicated validators to mine and maintain the

local chain and lottery-based mechanism to select a cluster
head. A global validator node is also employed which acts
as a query manager to access the data based on access
rules. The framework is generalized and can be applied
to any supply chain scenario. However, the framework
is based on strong assumption that trust is maintained
through a central Certification Authority (CA).

Bloom and Farahmand [95] presented a study of the
applicability of the Ethereum platform for small electric-
ity producers in terms of increasing client base and trad-
ing frequency(Simulation in Python). The off-chain so-
lution of heterogeneous Multi-Blockchain communication
and provides routing management and message transfer
with atomicity and consistency parallel running of the
transaction to increase throughput(TPS). The model con-
sists of four layers, the basic layer contains network, stor-
age, sandbox, and DB management modules and serves
as the foundation of the system. The blockchain layer
consists of a block data structure, consensus, and encryp-
tion algorithms. The multi-chain communication layer is
responsible for overall routing management and a cross-
chain protocol to allow secure communication among vari-
ous blockchains. The topmost layer is the application layer
which contains services such as smart contracts, multi-
ledger queries, and data opening methodologies. The core
of this architecture is the router nodes, which maintain
the detail of different blockchains and with the help of a
unified transaction format for a standard cross-chain trans-
action to route information between multiple blockchains.
The experiments were conducted to evaluate the perfor-
mance, which shows that the TPS is increased with an
increasing number of shards but decrease with an increase
in the number of cross-chain transactions. Moreover, the
experiments show that the Ethereum blockchain performs
better for 600 participants with a trading frequency of 5
minutes per transaction but it is inversely proportional to
the number of participants with higher trading frequencies
furthermore the experiments are only based on Ethereum
implementation and performance of other Blockchains are
not studied.

8.1. Summary of application of scalable blockchain

Blockchain was initially proposed as a decentralized
cryptocurrency, but with the evolution of DLTs and the
arrival of smart contracts, this technology has witnessed a
great expansion and now been applied to non-cryptocurrency
domains including the health sector, businesses and fi-
nances, identity management, supply chain management,
national/consortium databases, asset management, IoTs,
and other cyber-physical systems. This section summa-
rized existing literature with regards to applications of
blockchain where blockchain is applied to increase the scal-
ability of the existing system, a summary presented in Ta-
ble 10. Especially with the exponential growth in IoT
devices, and wide adoption of IoTs by domestic as well
as commercial users, the researchers are attracted towards
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adaption of blockchain in the resource-constrained IoT sce-
narios to achieve enhanced security and decentralization.
However, with the continuously increasing number of IoT
devices, scalability of blockchain-based solutions for IoT
systems becomes a challenge. Key observations found in
this section are:

• Blockchain has been applied to diverse domains (see
table 10) to improve the scalability of the existing
systems. However, blockchains platforms such as
Hyperledger, Ethereum, and Multichain offer differ-
ent strengths and services which may not be suit-
able for all application types. For instance, the con-
sensus algorithms supported by blockchain platforms
vary which has an impact of the type of applications
where a consensus algorithm is feasible. Therefore,
blockchain platforms should not be considered as a
out of the box solution and appropriate configura-
tions may be required to achieve optimum perfor-
mance.

• Although blockchain offers fundamental benefits such
as tamper-proof storage and decentralization, scal-
able blockchains introduce an additional dimension
into the estimation of efficiency i.e. the DSS tri-
lemma including decentralization, security, and scal-
ability. Therefore, application design should take
into account the trade-off between security, decen-
tralization and scalability to achieve optimum solu-
tion.

• The integration of IoT with blockchain ([84], [85],
[86], [87], [88], [89], [90]) requires adjustments in
the blockchain architecture to achieve better scal-
ability. For instance, an efficient gateway, external
storage, or delivery network can reduce the work-
load from resource-constrained IoT devices. How-
ever, this comes at the cost of partial or full cen-
tralization. Furthermore, recent efforts in adoption
of DLTs within IoT have explored alternatives to
blockchains such as Tangle [97] with IOTA [98] one
of the widely used technologies.

9. Approaches Analyzing Blockchain Scalability

A number of efforts have been made to identify the
scalability challenge within blockchains. Such efforts have
focused at analyzing blockchains with respect to specific
parameters such as block generation rate, transaction pro-
cessing speed, and block size to understand and highlight
their role in achieving scalable solutions using blockchains.
Additionally, such efforts also highlight potential of blockchain
to achieve scalable solutions through appropriate configu-
ration of blockchain parameters. A summary of efforts
considered here is presented in Table 11.

In particular, Croman et al.[99] presented a study to
characterize the Bitcoin network performance and suggests

improvements in its scalability. The results showed that
with a 10-minute BGR of the traditional Bitcoin network,
a maximum of 4MB block size is practical to increase
the throughput up to 27 TPS compared to the current
7 transactions per second. Furthermore, the latency or
block interval must be 12s or higher to achieve full net-
work bandwidth utilization. The authors also suggested
that a fundamental protocol redesign is essential to attain
the scalability of the decentralized Bitcoin network which
can be achieved through use of bespoke consensus algo-
rithms such as Proof of Stake.

Aniello et al. [100] mainly address the challenge of data
integrity while also eliminating DoS attacks with BFT
implementation and a DHT based implementation to im-
prove scalability. The model is a two-layered architecture
implemented on Faas scenario, the first layer consists of
permissioned Blockchain and employs a consensus algo-
rithm based on leader rotation approach at each round
according to deterministic fair policy and defines the or-
dering of transactions. Each federation member with one
miner having database ledger replicas maintains the in-
tegrity and the second layer, with permissionless POW,
ensures the integrity of the first layer by storing the hashes
of the first layer via an anchor manager. If a miner tries
to alter the logs then the difference of hashes of both lay-
ers reveals this malicious activity. The scalability of the
system is improved by using a DHT-based sharding so-
lution in which a miner only handles specific subsets of
transactions thereby making the system scalable.

Khan et al. [9] presented an empirical study for per-
missioned as well as permissionless blockchain to deter-
mine the impact of various scalability aspects including
throughput, block size, and BGR for an e-voting system.
The authors used Multichain platform as blockchain fabric
with additional nodes with java based clients included for
permissioned blockchain. In the permissionless scenario,
with 10 voters and the BGR and block size is small, the
transaction rate of 266.6 TPS is achieved. However, the
average transactions per block is recored to be two which
is due to the small number of voters and low BGR. In-
creasing the block size results in increasing the number of
transactions to be handled however increase in BGR has
lesser impact on overall transaction arrival and confirma-
tion. In the permissioned scenario, with one client, stable
throughput is achieved. However, as the number of con-
current clients increases the network latency also increases
which results in delays and mining of empty blocks, this
is to keep the blockchain live to maintain the pre-set BGR
but at the cost of increasing workload on the master node.

Benčić and Žarko[101, 102] conducted a comparative
study focused at evaluating two types of DLTs i.e. blockchains
and DAGs. Specifically, the study considered Bitcoin and
Ethereum as blockchain and nano as DAG DLT implemen-
tation comparing them with respect to various properties
including data structure, consensus, ledger size, and trans-
action throughput. The paper also highlighted that the
challenge of scalability is not limited to blockchains and is
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indeed applicable to other types of DLTs such as DAGs. It
also highlighted approaches that are used to achieve scal-
ability in both DLTs including block size increase, PCNs,
nested chaining and sharding in blockchain and coupling
network usage with transaction verification, so that trans-
actions are managed by each client to be able to use net-
work resources for scalability in DAG-based DLT.

Dennis and Disso [103] presented a comparative study
of the scalability of two of the most valuable blockchains;
Bitcoin and Ethereum, concerning historical data. On con-
trary to Ethereum, which requires chain state data, the
blockchain requires full chain download in order to partic-
ipate as a full node in the network making it more towards
centralized favoring only resource-full entities to be able
to participate. Download time for full blockchain for both
network is calculated which results in the need for com-
mercial hardware to participate in the network as a full
node. The study also shows that the Bitcoin storage in-
creases almost with the constant rate whereas Ethereum is
facing exponential growth in chain size due to the drastic
increase in transactions per day. The authors’ emphasis on
temporal blockchain [71] as a potential solution to reduce
the chain size while maintaining the increasing number of
average throughput per day.

The paper by Hao et al. [104] proposes BlockP2P that
optimizes the P2P network topology to achieve improve-
ments in latency and node scalability. The comparative re-
sults of BlockP2P with traditional Bitcoin and Ethereum
network in a simulation environment shows significant im-
provement in the efficiency of the proposed approach. The
approach reduces the latency up to 90% and has better
node scalability with respect to Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Oscar Novo [105] presented a comparative study of
the proposed decentralized Access Management System
(AMS) [86] with traditional AMS intending to gain an
understanding of the scalability. Since the scalability of
traditional access management systems depends on a sin-
gle server while decentralized management implementa-
tion can handle several Management Hubs at the same
time and an unlimited number of nodes in the blockchain
network. The simulation results favor horizontal scalabil-
ity with significant scaling advantages of the proposed ap-
proach over traditional blockchain scenarios by distribut-
ing load among different IoT devices called management
hubs, however, the IoT devices need much more trans-
action rates, this requires optimization in the proposed
techniques.

Goswami et al. [29] presented the real-time and simulation-
based analysis of various scalability bottlenecks such as
block size, block interval, network latency, and transac-
tion cost. The study identified that an increase in the
number of transactions will lead to an increase in con-
firmation time, network overhead as well as increased la-
tency and throughput. Further, the authors identified that
the transaction fee plays an important role in deciding a
transaction’s confirmation time. Specifically, the higher
fees will increase the probability of less confirmation time.

The simulation results also show that confirmation time
decreases when the number of transaction increases but
at the cost of increasing latency. Furthermore, increased
block size to include more transactions will efficiently in-
crease the transaction load as well as the throughput. In
the current Bitcoin system, the block size is fixed at a cap
of 1 MB. If an increase in efficiency is desirable, this seems
like a reasonable claim but too much increase in block size
will increase propagation time.

9.1. Summary of approaches analyzing blockchain scalabil-
ity

The section presented (See table 11) some of the em-
pirical / theoretical studies analyzing the scalability of
blockchain that we found during our survey. various com-
parative studies including [101], [102], [105], [103], encom-
passing different blockchain technology aspects are ana-
lyzed,

The results from the simulations, real-time and theo-
retical analysis revealed the following key observations:

• An increase in block size results in increased through-
put, however it should be well configured since block
size directly affects the propagation time. For in-
stance, the study by Croman et al. [99] revealed
that, a Bitcoin network can achieve a TPS of 27 TPS
in a scenario where block size does not exceed 4MB
with a latency of ≥ 12 seconds .

• Number of transactions directly affects the verifi-
cation process, network overhead, and latency [29].
Consequently, in systems with large number of trans-
actions, appropriate mechanisms should be adopted
to address the impact of high transaction numbers
on the overall performance of the blockchain.

• Network optimization or the use of efficient network
hardware can be used as an approach to increase
the latency of a blockchain network. Such delays
can also introduce vulnerabilities such as transaction
malleability within blockchain with the potential to
compromise blockchain state [8].

10. Open Issues and Challenges

The emergence of scalability as one of the primary chal-
lenges concerning blockchain has drawn significant atten-
tion from the research community. The widespread adop-
tion of blockchain technology in financial as well as non-
financial sectors has a profound role in this and neces-
sitates methods and mechanisms to boost horizontal as
well as vertical scalability. Increased throughput, efficient
storage mechanism, and low latency are the most desir-
able attributes to scale a blockchain to large number of
nodes and clients with minimal performance degradation.
Several approaches have been proposed to achieve scal-
able blockchain applications keeping in view the trade-off
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Table 11: Approaches analyzing blockchain scalability

Author(s) Description Scalability Issue Discussed/ Ad-
dressed

Publisher Year

Croman et al.[99] A study for Bitcoin’s scalability
improvements.

Transaction Throughput, la-
tency

IFCA 2016

Leonardo Aniello et
al.[100]

Integrity, Security, and Scalabil-
ity in Faas Scenario

Transaction load IEEE 2017

khan et al. [9] Scalability analysis of per-
missionless and permissioned
blockchain via an e-voting
application.

Throughput, Blocksize, BGR Elsevier 2020

Benčić and Žarko
[101] [102]

Comparison of Bitcoin and
Ethereum blockchain with Nano
DAG.

TPS, Ledger size IEEE 2018

Richard Dennis and
Jules Pagna Disso
[103]

Comparison of Bitcoin and
Ethereum w r t scalability.

Ledger Size Springer 2019

Weifeng Hao et al.
[104]

Comparison of proposed
BlockP2P protocol with Bitcoin
and Ethereum

Latency, No of nodes Springer 2019

Oscar Novo [105] (Simulation) Throughput rate, Clients, La-
tency

IEEE 2019

Sneha Goswami [29] Simulation-based analysis of BC
Scalability

Transaction confirmation time
per sec

University of
Nevada, Las
Vegas

2017

between the most desirable but diverse DSS (Decentraliza-
tion, Security, Scalability) trilemma. Without completely
addressing the scalability challenges, blockchain cannot
reach its true disruptive potential. However, our analysis
of state-of-the-art efforts highlights several limitations of
these efforts which require further efforts from the research
community. We summarize the key research challenges to
achieve scalable blockchains below.

• Sharding is one of the most widely adopted approaches
to enhance blockchain scalability. Various sharding-
based approaches including Elastico[47], Omniledger
[48], and Rapidchain [31] are proposed to achieve
low latency, high throughput, storage scalability, and
Byzantine fault tolerance. Of these approaches, Rapid-
chain emerged as a protocol providing better scala-
bility without compromising security and has a mes-
sage complexity of O(n). However, these approaches
are only for permissionless cryptocurrencies. On the
other hand, [50] extended the solution to the gen-
eral workload but solely relies on trusted hardware
to reduce communication overhead.

Reducing message complexity within blockchain in
general and within sharding in particular is the area
that requires further exploration. Communication
Cost Per Transaction (CCPT) is one of the key to
blockchain scalability [78]. A blockchain with CCPT
in the order of O(n) is considered as scalable. Exist-
ing solutions, in order to achieve O(n) CCPT, either
sacrifice reliability, decentralized nature of blockchain,
rely on trusted hardware, or assume that all nodes

are motivated and behave rationally. Potential areas
that can be explored are deployment of decentralized
reputation management approaches and load balanc-
ing mechanisms with an attractive incentive policy to
prevent abnormal behavior of nodes without trusted
hardware.

• Maintaining atomicity in a cross-shard transaction is
a challenging task [53], [95]. The operations on var-
ious shards are required to follow a timeline to val-
idate the time sequence among these operations. In
this case, deployment of load balancing mechanism
can be explored to deal with miner node exhaustion
and DoS situations when a shard has to deal with
a large number of legitimate and illegitimate cross-
shard transactions.

• The Rapidchain [49] can tolerate up to 1/3 byzan-
tine adversaries but they are only for cryptocurrency
workload. A powerful mechanism to deal with byzan-
tine adversaries and to cope with shard take over for
non-crypto currency based blockchains must be in
place. Since performance (throughput) is directly
proportional to the number of shards and an in-
creasing number of shards also divides the resources
and computational-power per shard. Consequently,
a malicious adversary requires a minuscule amount of
resources to have complete control over a shard. This
can benefit from further research into the applicabil-
ity of BFT tolerance mechanisms such as provided
by elastico, omniledger, rapidchain etc. under non-
cryptocurrency workload to prevent malicious adver-
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saries to completely taker over the shard.

• Another area that limits blockchain scalability and
requires further attention from the research commu-
nity is the formation of multiple branches of blocks
known as forks. Currently, the longest chain rule
[2] [11] is applied to deal with these forks. However,
without any fork avoidance mechanism in place, wastage
of resources still occurs which can consequently affect
the overall blockchain performance. A dimension of
further research for this challenge is the formation
of fork monitoring committees (consisting of incen-
tivised nodes) that are separate from mining nodes
which are used to handle the mining assignments of
the mining nodes according to their processing power
and to continuously monitor the formation of forks.

• Through our research, we came across several ap-
proaches including [59] ,[60], and [61] which rely on
efficient network infrastructure and cut-through rout-
ing to improve latency. But this requires a complete
trusted-setup or a trust management scheme to pre-
vent network becoming a bottleneck or an attack sur-
face. In this context, decentralized and lightweight
reputation management approaches can be explored
to fill this gap by creating a trusted environment.

• The use of resourceful or trusted hardware devices
for mining and validation in a permissioned (consor-
tium) blockchain scenario decrease BGR which has
a direct impact on transaction throughput [64], [62],
[63], [103], [50]. However, its adoption in permission-
less (public) blockchain scenarios requires an attrac-
tive incentive mechanism to attract miners to use
hardware which has more processing power, storage,
and memory.

• Through the analysis, some efforts such as [9, 102,
103] were identified which were focused at investi-
gating the role of parameters such as block size and
block generation to achieve scalable blockchains. How-
ever, most of these efforts have focused at Bitcoin
blockchain and therefore are specific to the settings
used within Bitcoin. Further efforts are required to
conduct similar analysis at a higher level of abstrac-
tion i.e. within a specific platform such as Ethereum
or Multichain so as to highlight strengths and limita-
tions especially with respect to scalability. Such ef-
forts will help application developers understand the
role of blockchain parameters and choose appropri-
ate blockchain platforms that are suitable for specific
application domains.

• A critical component of blockchain software stack is
consensus algorithm due to its decentralized opera-
tion. Although Bitcoin (first prominent blockchain
application) is based on Proof of Work, several other
consensus algorithms have been proposed including
Proof of Stake, Proof of Authority, and Proof of

Weight. However, in order to understand and high-
light appropriateness of consensus algorithms for spe-
cific application domains, a rigorous empirical anal-
ysis of consensus algorithms is required. Current
studies such as [106, 107] have made initial efforts
by conducting a feature-based comparison of exist-
ing consensus algorithms however our search didnot
identify any efforts to take an empirical approach
to achieve such comparative analysis and therefore
is an area of work which requires further attention
from the research community.

11. Conclusions

Scalability of blockchains is one of the fundamental
challenges which limit their widespread adoption in di-
verse application domains. This paper has contributed to
defining this challenge as well as highlighting existing ef-
forts to address this challenge for blockchains. Specifically,
defining blockchain scalability as a composite concept, the
paper has identified and described its different dimensions
so as to refine the scope of this concept within blockchains.
The paper has presented a first systematic effort to identify
and collate existing efforts related to blockchain scalability
in three aspects i.e. mechanisms and methods aiming to
enhance blockchain scalability by contributing to the core
blockchain functions, applications leveraging blockchain to
achieve scalable applications, and efforts to define the scal-
ability challenges through analysis of blockchain solutions.
Although these represent a rich set of efforts, there remain
open challenges to achieve scalable blockchain as identified
in the paper. Our future work involves converging towards
study of consensus algorithms to identify and analyze their
role to enhance scalability of blockchains.
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